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ABSTRACT
This thesis is the examination of Ward County as a vio
lent and lawless county between the years of 1905 and 1920.
A general history of the county prior to 1905 is presented

along with a description of the major economic activities with
in the county during this period of study.
A breakdown of the jurisdiction of the three courts lo
cated in the county is accomplished by using North Dakota leg
islative materials which originally gave them the jurisdiction
The type of offense and the number of offenses tried in the
three courts, along with a general review of the categories
of crimes, is used as the foundation of the thesis.
Illustrations of the lawbreaking which was occurring
within the county is given by tracing instances of criminal
activity through the county's newspapers.

Prohibition viola

tions, vagrancy, I.W.W. rioting, larceny, prostitution, drug
trafficking, gambling, assault and batteries, and murders
were some of the lawbreaking taking place in the county.

The

type of people who were committing the various crimes, the
scope of their operations and the circumstances under which
they were caught are provided as are the editorials which
pointed out particular situations and unusual conditions.

viii

Concern is also given to the law enforcement raid of
191/' which took place in Minot, a raid which is the most spec
tacular and sensational ever to occur in North Dakota.
In conclusion, Ward County was conducive to crime due to
its geographic location, economic conditions and tradition.
The vice and violence in the county continued a tradition the
county had developed during its formative years, a tradition
tolerated by the residents of the county because they were ac
customed to it and because there was money to
the more unscrupulous.

ix
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CHAPTER I
It has been twenty years since Butte, Montana, was
declared "The most wide-open town in the United
States--a town where it was day all day in the day
time and there was no night in Butte." Nevertheless,
Minot is these days setting a pace that even Butte
cannot equal.1
With these words, the editor of the Ward County Reporter
summed up the situation in Minot and the surrounding area in
1906, a situation which survived undisturbed throughout this
period of study, 1905-1920, save for several short-term at
tempts at effective law-enforcement.
Minot and Ward County harbored gamblers, prostitutes,
"blind pigs,"1
2 thieves, confidence men, vagrants and opium dens
in such quantities as to merit the question "Why Minot?" or
"Why Ward County?".

The same question "Why Minot?" was the

title cf a report researched and published by the Minot Junior
Chamber of Commerce in 1961, which contained a record of ar
rests and vice charges in Minot for the period, 1950-1961.

In

this report Olaf Haarland, the sheriff of Ward County, related,
"Minot for many years has had a serious vice problem.

Because

of Minot’s vice problem, it is known far and wide as 'Little
1Ward County Reporter, 7 July 1906, p. 2.
2Blind pig:

an unlicensed and illegal saloon.

Chicago'."'1 North Dakota’s sole United States District At
torney, located at Fargo, stated, "There is one fact that
stands out about organized vice in North Dakota:
it, and no other city has it.”^

Minot has

This same District Attorney,

in a summarization of the prostitution problem, said, "At a
trial two years ago, a witness said that Minot was known from
coast to coast as a wide open town.

Whenever a pimp or pros

titute is arrested elsewhere in the country and he or she has
an address book, it usually contains Minot addresses."

A

prostitute, in an interview conducted by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce in this same report, was asked, "What's Minot's repu
tation among the prostitutes for this kind of business?"
reply was, "The best.

Her

If they can’t find a job nowhere that

pays anything they always wind up here."^
Obviously, Minot and surrounding Ward County had achieved
a certain amount of notoriety from its vice problems by 1961,
a notoriety which actually had its roots leading back many
7
years. The "Magic City" and Ward County were the epitome of
rapid growth m

the years 1905-1920.

Railroad workers by the

■^Minot Junior Chamber of Commerce, Why Minot ° (Minot:
Minot Junior Chamber of Commerce and R-L-M Printir Company,
(1961), p. 30.
^Ibid., p . 31.
5lbid., p . 23.
^lbid., p . 19.
^The title "Magi; City" is a nickname adopted during these
years of fantastic gi wth when the building and influx of peo
ples was seemingly "magical."

hundreds found employment in the county, building construction
expanded rapidly, and potential farmers by the score flocked
into the county to stake out their homestead.

With this

growth came undesirable and lawless elements which have cus
tomarily flowed into any "boom town" or region.

Why these ele

ments of crime took root in Minot and Ward County and flourish
ed is the concern of this thesis.
Prior to 1880, there were few white settlers in the region
which was to make up Ward County.

Between 1880 and 1885, a few

prospective land seekers, attracted by the opportunities the
virgin prairie offered for farming, migrated into this locality.
Also adding to the attractiveness of the region was the rumor
that a major railroad, which would offer speedy transportation
to a heretofore relatively inaccessible frontier, was soon to
be constructed through the Mouse River region.^

Undoubtedly,

many early settlers harbored visions of turning their home
steaded plot of land into a valuable piece of real estate when
the incoming railroad bought right-of-way or perhaps the en
tire acreage for maintenance shops or for other purposes.
The waves of homesteaders which would follow the railroad
probably would also be interested in purchasing a choice quar
ter section of land and having immediate ownership rather than
undergo the years of waiting and making improvements as home
stead laws required.
Ward County lay along the edge of pioneer ranching
country during its formative years.

Since there were tall

O
°Robert Cory, "Our Heritage," Ward County's 75th Jubilee
Book: Jim Hill to Jets. (Minot: n .p ., 1961) passim.

grass meadows and a good supply of water, this ranch country
of the "Mouse Loop" attracted some fair-sized herds of beef
cattle, and prior to the arrival of the cattlemen, bands of
horse thieves.

horses stolen in Montana 'would be brought to

temporary camps on the upper Mouse, or Souris,9 from where
they would be run into Canada and sold.

Horses stolen in

Canada 'would be driven down to the camps, and then run into
Montana.
In 1884 , a band of men from Burlington, dismayed at the
general lawlessness of the area, organized themselves into a
group called the "Burlington Regulators."

Their objectives

were to ease the fears of the settlers living in a land where
law officers were absent, and to protect their mutual interest
from claim jumpers and desperadoes.*
19
Yet the most memorable incident of this era before the
arrival of the railroads did not happen at the hands of this
vigilante force, but rather from the deeds of a band of eigh
teen cowboys from Montana who rode into Burlington one Novem
ber day in 1884 and spirited away three local residents who
were widely suspected of being horse thieves.

Two brothers,

who also resided in the area, reportedly were missing after
this group rode through this region.

Popular folklore main

tained that these five men were taken out of the region and
lynched; none of the five was ever seen again.^
Q
The Mouse River is usually referred to as the Souris In
Canada.
19Robert Cory, "Our Heritage," passim.
lj-Brynhill Haugland, A History of Ward County, Term Reoort ,
1927, p. 29-30.

5
In 1885, Ward County became a reality when 56 residents
of the Mouse River valley casu ballots which made this proposed
organization a certainty.

Incorporated into this provision

was the location of the county seat, which was to be Burling
ton.

Burlington had no opposition, for, although the village

consisted of only a store and a hotel, it was the only municipality in the entire county. 1P Burlington's location was
chosen in the hope that the future railroad would follow the
Mouse River valley to the fork of the Des Lacs.

This wishful

thinking was based on the assumption that the Northern Pacific
Railroad was going to continue its north branch from Jamestown, Dakota Territory, to the Mouse River region.

Unfortun

ately for the boosters of the Burlington, this spur line never
materialized, although the Northern Pacific did have such a
line projected.

Ultimately, it was a railroad under the direc

tion of James J. Hill whibn would first enter this area.

This

railroad, The Minneapolis, St. Paul and Manitoba (perhaps bet
ter remembered in its renamed version, the Great Northern) be
gan laying track west from Devils Lake, Dakota Territory, in
the summer of 1886, at which time it became known that there
would be a town at the first crossing of the Mouf — this would
be Towner— and anotner at the second crossing, which would be
Minot.-*-3
It was a trait of James J. Hill, the "Empire Builder,"
to avoid putting his railroad through a town where there were3
*
32Ibid.
13ibid.

strong vested interests if there was a townsite available which
would be just as suitable and which could be started by his
own townsite development company and settled by policies that
distributed the benefits widely.^
The railroad reached Ward County in 1886, and ceased rail
laying operations at Minot in the fall. 'Thus, for one winter,
Minot was a railhead and assumed the normal hustle and bustle
of any major construction terminal point, but at a huge scale
quite unlike anything within hundreds of miles.

It was at

Minot during the winter of 1886-1887 that Hill assembled 8,000
men and 3,300 teams for the grading of the railroad alone, and
another 650 men and 225 teams for laying track and building
bridges. J
In the early 1890's , the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault
Ste. Marie (Soo Line) built diagonally southeast to northwest
across the state of North Dakota, coming up the Mouse River
valley along much of the proposed Northern Pacific route of a
decade earlier.

The county, as well as Minot, was bisected by

two major railroads, both of which would eventually locate
16
shops and division points there.1
6
5

15Charles Dudley Warner, "Studies of the Great American
West," Harper's New Monthly Magazine, March 1888, p. 564. On
the same page of •his article, the author related, "Those wno
saw this army of men and teams stretching over the prairie and
casting up this continental highway think they beheld one of
the most striking achievements of civilization."
l6Elwyn B. Robin ion, History of North Dakota (Linear:
University of Nebraska Press, 19 66) , p~. 142.

7
Early settlers had taken the bottomlands for themselves
prior to the coming of the railroad.

After Minot was reached

by the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Manitoba, the land seekers
flocked in and began to file claims on some of the better and
more accessible land of the uplands both north and south of
the valley.

Those desiring to file a claim had to travel to

Bismarck, Dakota Territory, to make the entry.

Not until 1891

did the Federal government have a land office functioning in
Minot.
Crop failures in the early 1890's reduced the torrent of
newcomers to a slower stream.

Poor production in conjunction

with poor prices (due in main to the nation-wide Depression of
1893) resulted in a number of settlers abandoning their claims
and leaving the general vicinity.

These conditions were tem

porary, for with the return of good crops and higher prices,
17
the early 1900's saw an unprecedented number filing claims.
Settling the land in Ward County and surrounding areas
reached its zenith in July, 1906, when t n

Minot Land Office

led the world in the number of homesteads filed.

The preceding

quarter (April, May and June) had seen 500,000 acres plotted
out and claimed.

By August 1, 1906, a total of 45,000 filings

were on record with 12,000 committed homesteads and 35000
-1 n
final homesteads. 0
17
Robert Cory, "Our Heritage," passim.
^ Mlnot Daily Optic, 28 July 1906, p. 1.

m

Ward County, wheat was the main crop.

Gats and hay

were also grown as feed for draft animals, beef cattle and
sheep.

Farming of this era (and to a lesser degree, railroad

ing) required a large amount of seasonal unskilled labor.

For

the farmer, harvest time demanded that he hire extra help for
the threshing of the small grains.

The planting months, April

and May, might also see an Influx of transient labor, but on
a smaller scale.
Coal played a part in the development of Ward County, al
though to a lesser extent than did the railroads or farming.
As early as 1855, in what would be the State of North Dakota,
lignite was mined for use at military forts and fur trading
posts.

However, it wasn't until April, 1883, that deposits

of lignite were known to be in the region that Ward County
would eventually encompass.

Legend maintains a small group

of prospective land owners built a fire one evening only to
be surprised by its continued blaze the following morning.
Investigation proved that coals from their wood fire had ig
nited the lignite underneath.

Most early settlers still pre

ferred the use of the wood, which.was plentiful in the river
valleys, over coal.

Mining was eventually attempted at a com

mercial level in a desultory fashion, with the delivery of the
product by teams and wagon.

The building of the Soo Line

through the area brought cheap transportation, and ’with it a
a new level of productivity .
Lignite was first taken from outcropping ledges; then
mines were dug into the sides of hills and bluffs.

Later,

9
underground mines or considerable size were worked where the
coal was best and thickest. J

Larger, more powerful equip

ment would make possible the stripping away of the overburden
that covered the coal from the surface.

Stripmining would

bring about a much larger annual production.

This procedure,

however, was not attempted in Ward County until 1919. ^
It is difficult to discern the number of men employed by
the coal mining industry in Ward County.

Apparently, many lo

cal farmers would take part-time jobs at the mines, although
>,% ...i V.
?i
Burlington did have a comparatively large population of full
time miners until the 1:92,0's, 21
In March, 1887, Minot was recognized as a post office.
On August 27 of the same year the first city election was held.
The first city council meeting was held August 31, 1887-

With

Minot as a major staging point for railroad construction, it
was only a matter of time before Burlington would have to re
linquish as county seat.

In November, 1888, the residents of

the county cast 499 votes for Minot and 134 for Burlington.
Many workers of the railroad were allowed to vote in this elec
tion, much to the dismay of Burlington, which contested the
election.

The courts declared that 143 of the ballots were

-^Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, special Jubilee issue,
Part 2, Section C , p. 2.
20Ibid.
2^Cretha Hooke, "Burlington— The First Town In Ward County,"
Ward County 's 75th Jubilee Book: Jim Hill to Jets. (Minot
n .p ., 1961) passim.

illegal, but Burlington eventually conceded defeat and surren
dered the tital rather gracefully.2d
During the building year of 1887, the new railhead of
Minot attracted the usual motley array of saloons, gambling
28
places and "sporting houses."'
Colonel Clement Lounsberry
of Bismarck, then western Dakota's leading journaljst, wrote
of Minot in 1887, "It was a wild, roaring town in those days.
There were 23 saloons, sporting houses, dance halls, gambling
of every class, and a floating population of fully 2,5000 during its very first year of its ' - e x i s t e n c e . T h e r e were , of
course, no zoning laws or building codes in effect, thus the
false-fronted buildings on main street were surrounded with
many kinds of shacks and dives.
and fires occurred frequently.

Fire was the great hazard,
Barrels of water hauled on

wagons, bucket brigades and wet blankets were the only means of
fighting these fires.

Water was pumped by hand from two wells

in Main Street.

Minot's Parker Hotel and several other hostel25
ries and bunkhouses were destroyed at various times.

^Robert Ccry, "Our Heritage," passim.
23A sporting house, disorderly house, bawdy house or a
house of ill fame are all synonomous with a house of prostitut ion.
2i|Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, special Jubilee issue,
part 2, section D, p .~8.
^Robert Cory, "Our Heritage," passim.

When North Dakota became a state in 1.889 with a prohibi
tion clause in its constitution, the liquor license money as
a source of city revenue began to be made up by periodic raids
of blind pigs and sporting houses.

The indicted, if found

guilty, would be fined varying fees which would, at the end of
the year, result in revenue for the city close to that which
the legal saloons had produced.2^
From the beginning, as in all frontier communities, there
were people in Minot and Ward County of law-abiding and sober
ways who wanted their locale respectable and orderly.

The

drys were active in Minot's first mayoralty race, though they
lost.

Not surprising, there were three saloon keepers among

the seven men elected to the first city council.
Ward County for the years 1905-1920 experienced continu
ous prosperity and well-being.

This period brought more and

more settlers into the region as well as more railroad employ
ees; this period also saw record prices being paid for food
stuffs as World War I was being fought, and the United States
was striving to meet the demands of a hungry world.

The mi

gration of people into the county meant an increase in the out
pouring of produce from the county, thus the railroads prosper*
ed as well.
Due to its prosperous status and its strategic location,
Minot became a staging point for skilled and unskilled
laborers.

Unfortunately for the more law-abiding and sober

12

populace of Minot, hoboes and other transients found Minot
equally attractive.

The old lumber yards in Minot were a

congregating point as well as the woods along the Mouse River.
Up to 250 hoboes were known to have camped in the latter
"jungle" which was on the outskirts of Minot.28
The impact of the railroad in Ward County, and Minot in
particular in the years 1905-1920 is the dominant economic
theme in connection with the flourishing homesteading in the
region.

In February of 1905, the Minot Dally News announced

that the Great Northern Railroad was to make Minot the general
division point of the line, and with this honor would come
2,500 additional residents during the coming summer.

Of the
29
2,500, 500 would be employees and the rest dependents.
Ad
ditional workers were brought to Minot by the Soo Line in 1905
when that line made the city a freight division point.3°
The railroads generally hired steady, skilled help once
the initial road-bed grading and track-laying operations were
completed.

But, at times they employed unskilled help.

A

transient or an unemployed resident could often find work on
a section crew or as an apprentice to one of the skilled labor
ers.

Snow removal often prompted the hiring of laborers en

masse, as did the relaying of track or the reworking of the
roadbed.
28Ward County Reporter, 11 April 1906, p. 2.
^ ^Minot Daily Optic,
3°Ibid., 10 October.

February 1905, P- 1•
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The influx of 500 workers can well be imagined.

An acute

shortage of housing existed, for 500 families meant 500 new
I Dines had to be found.

The editorial of the Minot Daily Optic

d 'alt with this subject under the heading "A Serious Problem."
Tt e Optic was urging that the "idle capital" in Minot be inve -ted in housing for, according to the observations of the
ed. tor, a house hadn't been built in Minot in the last two
y e s w h i c h hadn't been leased before the shingles were laid.
Furthermore, there wasn't an idle house in the entire cicy,
eve

though 500 tenant houses had been completed in the last

two years.

The paper's suggestion was that Minot should build

1,5<0 new homes during the coming building season.3i
All of this growth and activity was not without a price.
As rentioned before, fire protection left much to be desired,
as ( id police protection.

When the chief cf police in Minot

was ordered by the mayor to close every blind pig in Minot,
the mayor admitted that with a police force of five, includ
ing all shifts, he did not think it would be possible to keep
them closed, and besides "the policemen have other work to
do and it is important work.”32
An editorial appearing in the Optic in May, 1905, re lat
er how there was a general demand for police protection by
t le residents of Minot:

"During the past two or three weeks

everal attempts at housebreaking have been made in broad day
light and ladies in the thickly settled portion of the city*
2
3
J*Ibid., 16 May, p. 4.
32Ibid., 1 August 1906, p. 1.

Ik
have been subjected to indignities by hoboes who are flocking
to this section of the country.

These people demand protec-

t ion."
Supplying drinking water to the populace of Minot was a
task ill-suited for the available wells.

One of the first ac

complishments the City of Minot achieved in the way of public
improvements after its incorporation was to drill a well on
Main Street--right in the middle of the street.

A well in the

middle of the street proved to be too much of an obstacle,
and within a year the pump was removed to the west side.

The

threat of fire required a more appropriate waterworks which
would have a high volume capacity for fire fighting.

By Decern

ber of 1894, a $10,000 city bond had permitted the drilling
of a new well, the construction of a wooden water tank and a
six-inch water main, plus ten "frost-free” water hydrants.3V
Unfortunately, this waterworks was lacking in healthful, clean
water.

"In every pail of water," the Minot Daily Optic re

ported, "lurks unobservable germs of disease and unless the
water is boiled, or filtered, it should not be drunk."35
This deficient system served the city until 1909 when the city
modernized its distribution network by taking water from the
Mouse River and treating it with lime and chlorine.

Periodic

3 Ibid., 1 May, p. 4.
3‘
Viinot Daily News, 19 August 1961, special Jubilee issue
Part 2, Section D , p . S’.
35?viinot Dally Optic, 5 October 1905, p. 2.
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and seasonal low river flows and an in

ease in demand neces

sitated an even more reliable water source.
wells in 1916 and 1918 answered tv-

Two newly drilled

need along with a three

million gallon reservoir and a r w water tank, facilities which
served faithfully until more expansion in the 1930's.36
The sewer utility ha

its humble beginning some time after

the waterworks program was started.

The first sewer line was

a private affair, running from a hotel to the Mouse Rixer.
Records show that :~he city had a downtown sewer system com
pleted in 1906.

The efficiency and reliability of this system

must have : en passable, for it served faithfully until a
sewage

.eatment plant was located on the Mouse River in 1920. 37

Kerosene lamps were the only available source of light
.iroughout the city in the l890’s.

In May, 1901, the City

Council granted a franchise for the construction and operation
of an electric plant and telephone system.

This system, which

would eventually be named the Minot Light and Telephone Com
pany, was incorporated in 1902,

Hardly limited to one service,

the company's articles of incorporation covered coal and other
mining, other fuels, timber, gas, electric light and power,
heating, telephone and railroad spur lines.

During 1902, the

company erected a brick building to house a steam plant con
sisting of a 40 kilowatt 250 volt direct generator, a 50 kilo
watt 250 volt generator, a 2-1/2 kilowatt 125 volt balancer*
7
3
^ Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, special Jubilee issue,
part 2, Section D, p5 8T
37Ibid.

16
set and two 75 horsepower horizontal return tubular boilers.
During 1905 and 1906, 2,600 feet of heating mains were install
ed underground.

1909 saw a complete rebuilding of the power

plant, with the first alternating current generator put in.
With this power source, it was possible to supply electricity
to sections of Minot beyond the downtown area.

By 1912, 1,292

elect vic customers and 57 steam customers were established.
Consu er Power Company, which was the renamed Minot Light and
Telephone Company, in this same year employed 40 people.
1916, this firm became Northern States Power Company.

In

Street

lighting was brought up-to-date in 1912 by the installation of
curb posts to create what was known as a "white way" system.
The first telephone exchange, under an American Express
switchboard, supplied 50 subscribers. By 1912, there were
;
>
V 7 "'
■
To '
r?:’
1,157 telephone customers, including 9^ rural patrons. A com
plete remodeling for improved service took place in this same
year.

Of the 40 workers Consumer Power Company employed, 15

were telephone operators.

The Minot telephone system continu

ed to be operated by Northern States Power Company, the only
such telephone exchange under their management.

39

Rampant growth and building were encouraged by the edi
tors of the county's newspapers, particularly the Minot Daily
Optic.

The Optic'a thoughts on this matter could be summed

up with "Minot is the best and most promising city in the*
3

38^bid., p. 93o
D' _bid.

17

States today.

That's just a simple statement of f a c t s . I n

another editorial, it was stated "The chief aim of the Optic is
to boost Minot and not to give it a black eye.

It is impossible

to exaggerate its wonderful growth and progress, and it is a
hi
pleasure to cast the shadow of its future."
The Ward County
Reporter and the Minot Daily Optic were both prone to publish
news which boosted Minot's status in the eyes of their subscri
bers.

"What has Minot back of it?" was posed under the heading

"Minot is Rapidly Forging to the Fore."

The answer came:

It has one of the best watered and most fertile agri
cultural counties in the United States. She ships
to foreign markets every year, thousands of the best
beef cattle that ever wore a hoof; she ships outside
the county, a train, and sometimes two trains of na
tive coal every day; she ships during the summer
season tons of butter, the product of her own cream
eries to eastern markets. Got to back it: why Minot
is surrounded with enough natural resources to sup
port a city of 30,000 Inhabitants. All that is need
ed is push and development.^2
Lest it be thought that Minot was unknown outside the
state, the secretary of the Minot Association of Commerce
sent out each week several hundred publicity letters to about
four hundred different newspapers, giving these newspapers
the certainty of hearing from Minot.

Since much of this ma

terial was published, Minot was declared to be the "most
widely advertised city in the United States" by the estimation
Jl"2
of the same Association of Commerce. J
^°Minot Daily Optic , 1 March 1905, P- 2
ijlIbid., 2 5 May, p. 2 .
l42Ibid., 17 March, p. 2.
43Ibid., 27 Octoje10 191**, P- 1.
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In another article the Optic editor again published what
they thought was a composite list of the region's attributes:
You have offered to you, two rivers— the Mouse
and Des Lacs with a large number of lakes thrown in.
They would ask for fuel. The inexhaustible beds
that, like a great blanket, underlie the surface of
the valleys and uplands, together with the thousands
of cords or growing timber that hem the shores of the
Mouse on either side for miles, satisfied that demand
does it not?
The valley and prairie lands afford homes for thou
sands of industrious tillers of the soil. A continuous
chain of hills fringe the southern border of Ward
County and affords abundant food and shelter for thou
sands of head of cattle, horses and sheep. Aside from
these natural advantages, the county is transversed by
two great transcontinental railroads, the Great North
ern, extending from the shores of the Atlantic on the
east, to those of the Pacific on the west. The Soo
from Minneapolis to the Canadian boundary line and the
Pacific coast beyond.
■i, •
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What does it mean?
Why it means a great deal more than the average citi
zen at this writing is liable to comprehend.44
A comparatively terse article in this same paper in the
same year is more believable:
Minot's backing consists chiefly of her extensive
agricultural stock and interests coupled with estab
lished jobbing houses and manufacturing institutions.
Beside these important features she enjoys the benefits
resulting from a railroad payroll which even in dull
times exceeds $25,000 per month.45
Among these "manufacturing institutions" was a cigar fac
tory which, in 1908, reported that business was booming; busi
ness was so good, in fact, that the management was going to
^Ibid., 22 April 1905, P- 1^5jbid., 29 September, p. 2.
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take the entire staff of eight cigar makers and move to a
larger building, which would afford expansion.^
How the county grew in population can be witnessed from
the United States Annual Census Returns.

Ward County in 1890

officially had l,68l residents, 1900 saw 7,961 people listed,
1910 counted 25,281,^7 1920 tallied 28,811.^

Minot had an

official total of 575 citizens in 1890, 1,277 in 1900, 6,l88
in 1910^ and 10,476 in 1920.5°

This phenomenal growth is

remarkable when it is remembered that this county was an ag
ricultural section, with no industry other than the railroads
hiring many workers.

Many of the new arrivals set up small

stores and shops, such as hardware stores, general stores,
grocery stores, implement shops, harness shops, blacksmiths,
livery stables as the farmer needed a whole array of support
stores and services in the area if he were to farm most*
7
4

^ Ward County Reporter, 6 February 1908, p. 1.
47

Thirteenth Census of, the United States, Volume III,
"Population," 1910, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1913, p. 356.
UO
^ Fourteenth Census of the United States, Volume III,
"Population," 1920, Washington, B.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1922, p. 761.
J(G
' Thirteenth Census of the United States, Volume III,
"Population," 1910, p. 337•
J0F°urteenth Census of the United States , Volume III,
"Population ,TrTT9?7r, p. 271.

efficiently.

The Minot Weekly Optic showed obvious pride when

it reported in 1907:
The statement that Minot is one of the greatest
distributing points for farm machinery in the world
shows forcibly the Immense territory that the city has
to draw upon and indicates to some extent what the pos
sibilities of the city are.
It is said Minot distributes more
than any other city in the world with
of Fargo [North Dakota].
A year ago,
being surpassed by Dallas, Texas, and

farm machinery
the exception
Minot was third,
Fargo.51

Ward County in 1905 was on the verge of uninterrupted
growth.

The United States Census reflects this, as does, less

reliably, the newspapers' articles and editorials. With this
'■*'J
’' k v .
•’ "■*f
-rf.;?:■growth came undesirable features among which were vice and
violence, which often went hand-in-hand with "progress."

51 Minot Weekly Optic, 11 January 1907, p. 4.

CHAPTER II
People arrested for alleged violations of' ordinances or
state laws in Minot and Ward County could be tried in any of
three courts:

the Police Magistrate's, County Court of In

creased Jurisdiction and District Court.

The seriousness of

the crime decided the court level at which the initial pro
ceedings would take place.

Whether or not the defendant chose

to waive his preliminary hearing at a lesser court would also
determine the court level.
The Police Magistrate in incorporated cities or towns
was, by law, an ex-officio justice of the peace of the county
in which the city was located.

Police Magistrates were

elected to their positions by the voters of the city.^

Police

Magistrates were also their own cle ks, but when it was deemed
necessary to record testimonies in a trial, a clerk was hired
for that purpose.

By law, the Police Magistrate's Court was

open to the public.*
2

In 1905, the jurisdiction of a Police

Magistrate was over all criminal actions in which:
the offense charged is punishable by a fine not exceed
ing one hundred dollars or by imprisonment in the
county jail for a period not exceeding thirty days or
•^"Consti'-ution of North Dakota," The Revised Codes of the
State of North Dakota— 1905, (Bismarck, North Dakota: Tribune
Company, State Printers and Binders, 1905), p. ixv-ixvi.
2Ibid., p . 1377, paragraph 83^3-

by both such fine and imprisonment, and every other
criminal action in which jurisdiction is specially
conferred by law.3
If a trial by jury was requested by the defendant in a
Police Magistrate’s Court, the jury was to be composed of six
residents having the qualifications of jurors or any number
less than six if both parties involved agreed to fewer jurors.^
Cases appealed from a Police Magistrate's Court went to the
County Court of Increased Jurisdiction for review.^
A County Court became a Court of Increased Jurisdiction
after the Board of County Commissioners was presented with
a petition bearing at least two hundred names of qualified
voters in the county, after which the question of whether or
not to have increased jurisdiction was placed on the ballot of
Mi... :
the next general election. The county commissioners could
also use their discretion in calling a special election with
this question on the ballot. The voters of Ward County had
',
...v-**
i"
■ hpy-fJ. ■
this question submitted to them in the November, 1904, genc
eral election, and the quest.*on passed in the county.0
A County Court of Increased Jurisdiction had concurrent
jurisdiction, power and authority with the District Court in
^Ibid., p. 1378, paragraph 8346.
^Ibid., p. 1390, paragraph 8415.
•'’Ibid., "Constitution of North Dakota," p. ixiv.
g
Commissioners’ Proceedings 1895-1905, Ward County, North
Dakota, deposited at the County Courthouse, p. 588.

all cases of misdemeanors.

It was a court of record which was

to have Its records open at all times.

Its title, County

Court of Increased Jurisdiction, came, in part, from not being
limited to a thousand dollar maximum fine, as were County
Courts.

The judge of a County Court of Increased Jurisdic

tion was elected every two years by the voters of the county.
If the accused chose to waive his right to a jury trial, an
entry to that effect was to be made in the court minutes.^
Appeals from this Court went to the District Court.
District Courts had the jurisdiction to try all cases of
crimes.

District Courts were courts of record and had the

authority:
1.

To inquire, by the intervention of a grand jury
when required by law, of all:public offenses com
mitted or trialable in the county.

2.

To inquire into the cause of detention of all per
sons imprisoned in the county or otherwise de
tained, and to make an order for their recommit
ment or discharge or other disposition according
to law.

3.

To hear, try and determine as limited by law, all
accusations In writing presented by a grand jury
against any district, county, township, city or
municipal officer not liable to impeachment for
misconduct, malfeasance, crime or misdemeanor in
office or for habitual drunkenness or gross in
competency and upon conviction to enter judgment
as prescribed by law.
To hear, try and determine, upon information or
indictment or otherwise provided by law, prosecu
tion for crimes or public affairs committed against
the law of this state and to issue writs and process
and do all other acts therein according to law,7

7
The Revised Codes of the State of North Dakota--1905
1370~
paragraph 8304.
P.

whether original or appellate, and upon convic
tion, to impose the punishment prescribed by
law.8
Ward County was in the eighth judicial district at the
start of this study period, 1905, along with Bottineau, McHenry,
and Williams County.

Court was held in Ward County beginning

every fourth Monday in January, April and October.*
9

In 1919,

Ward County became part of the fifth judicial district along
with Divide, Burke, Montrail, Williams and McKenzie.

Along

with this reorganization came the appointment of another judge.
Of the two judges, the one with the longer continual service
was to be the presiding judge.

Case loads could be split

between the two of them, with both having the authority to
operate independently.

During the next general election fol

lowing the addition of the second judge, the voters in the
county had the option of selecting a, judge of their choice to
replace the appointed one.

This new court was to be in ses

sion beginning the first Tuesday of every month except for
July and August.

A jury trial could be called only during the

months of January, February, March, November and December,
unless the presiding judge felt there was justification for
waiving this stipulation.-1-9
dIbid., p. 1569, paragraph

9564.

9Laws Passed by the Eighth Session Legislature Assembly
of the State of North Dakota, (Grand Forks, North Dakota:
Herald, State Printers and Binders, 1903), chapter 116, p. 155^9Laws Passed at the Sixteenth Session of the Legislative
Assembly of the State of North Dakota, (Bismarck, North Dakota:
Bismarck Tribune, State Printers, 1919), chapter 16, p. 283.
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The judge (or judges) of the District Court were elected
to a term of four years by the voters of the county.11

The

decision of District Courts could be appealed to the State
Supreme Court.*
1^
At the Police Magistrate's Court in Minot, drunkenness
accounted for nearly hal^ of all cases during the period,
].90b-1920.

The charge of drunkenness often included drunken

ness and disorderly conduct.

The third largest number of cases

--disorderly conduct— undoubtedly also included many cases of
drunkenness.

For drunkenness, the average fine was $1 to $5,

with an additional $4 in court costs.

In case of default,

the sentence was five days in jail, where the prisoner would
find himself drafted in labor crews for work on the city's
streets.

(For statistics on the Police Magistrate's Court,

consult Table 1, pages 106-108

in the Appendix.)

Vagrancy was a broadly defined crime.

Included in the

large number of alleged vagrants were gamblers, prostitutes,
pimps, confidence men, known cocaine or opium users and sus-

"Io
pected professional burglars.-1"

Some were members of the

International Workers of the World ("Wobblies"), a labor union
of unskilled laborers.

During rallies, members of the I.W.W.

11 The Pievised Codes of the State of North Dakota--1905,
p. 97, paragraph 468.
IP
Ibid., p. 1569, paragraph 9565*
1^Often in the newspapers it was reported "John Doe, a
reputed professional gambler (pimp, confidence man, etc.) was
arrested on the charge of vagrancy. He was quickly escorted
to a departing train."

were often rounded up in large numbers and jailed under the
charge of vagrancy.
Disorderly conduct usually was the result of a minor
brawl, boisterous and obnoxious language, or giving a police
officer little or no cooperation when he came tc warn an in
dividual that there had been a complaint of his behavior.
This all-encompassing term was a valuable weapon for the ar
resting officer, as it was so loosely defined that the offi
cer could arrest the individual under this charge and at
least get him off the streets.
Another common crime in Minot was called "running a dis
orderly house," or running a house of prostitution.

The fine

for running a disorderly house was surprisingly small.

A $20

fine, plus $10 court costs, or ten days in jail would be an
average sentence, an amount which could be made in minutes
during a busy day at a house of prostitution.
It is interesting to note the number of cases of resort
ing to a disorderly house.

It was a common practice nation

wide to have a local periodic clean-up of houses of prostitu
tion, but it was not popular to arrest the patrons of these
places of business, as in many cases the men frequenting the
houses were otherwise respectable businessmen and family men.
In Minot, much could be owed to the persistence of the Police
Magistrate who wanted the law enforced fairly and consistently,
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which included the arrest of the customers as well as the
prostitutes themselves.
Immorality was another term for prostitution.

Toward the

end of the period of study, 1919-1920, prostitution was often
referred to as assignation, an indication of either an attempt
to disguise a not-so-honorable charge for the city, or an ex
ample of the increasing sophisticated terminology employed by
the police department.
There were many more suspected cases of prostitution.

Fe

male names would appear in the docket with the sentence of
"ordered to leave town" or "escorted out of town by the chief
. ’••• -if. /
of police." Since prostitution was widespread in the community, and the police department did not have a full-time vice
squad, the police found it easier to arrest suspected prostit ‘"

\

..

tutes and tell them to get out of town.

• . v V •" ; ....

7,.' ' / _

Since the alternative

was being jailed until their trial, many left town.
Th

charge of insanity was usually not a crime in itself,

but was used when a police officer would question the beha
vior of a person due to lack of coherence, obvious stupidity,
or a constant violent nature which was a threat to the person
himself and those around him.

After being arrested, the per

son would appear before the County Court of Increased Juris
diction Judge, who had the authority to determine insanity.
li(0ne hundred and eight cases of "Resorting to a Disorder
ly House" averages to six or seven a year, a small amount con
sidering the prostitution in the county. However, six or
seven cases a year indicates that the Police Magistrate would
sentence individuals under this charge.
Police Docket 2-7 ,
p. 106 in the Appendix.
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Whether the living conditions in Ward County were conducive
to insanity or whether the police force was more diligent in
spotting insanity was not answered by the annual state mental
hospital report which gave Ward County the dubious honor of
having the most residents in the hospital in 1908.
Being pro-German would be particularly offensive during
World War I, when the three arrests were made.

The zeal ex

hibited by some citizens in ferreting out suspected enemy
sympathizers bordered on hysteria.

A case of assault and bat

tery at the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction had at its
roots the question of patriotism.

After a storehouse.employee

for the Great Northern refused to give a mechanic a requisition,
the mechanic assaulted the storehouse employee with a pane of
'- '
■ • * r" '% k ■■’
■'• , fcj*; d
X
glass and a poker. At the trial, it came out that the mechan
ic had for some time suspected the storehouse employee of
being pro-German as he had:
on one occasion said Wilson was a know-nothing not
fit to be a president and on another occasion he said
he had no business sending our men across the sea. with
out their consent and on still another occasion he
said the only real man there was in the whole world
was the Kaiser and there were other statements he made
that I didn't make a record of that were fully as un
patriotic .
The major case load of the County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction came from prohibition violations.

Many of the common

nuisance operators appealed their judgment all the way to the
State Supreme Court, undoubtedly trying to establish a precedent.
1;>Minot Daily Reporter, 19 December 1908, p. 1.
■^Petros v. State, 1664, County Court of Increased Juris
diction, transcript, p. 25, 1917.
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Most of the blind pig trials were obvious cases, as the evi
dence of confiscated whiskey bottles or beer barrels was
usually sufficient to convict the arrested.

(For statistics

on the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction, consult Table
2, pages 109-iH.)
About 10 percent of the individuals who were listed on
the case records at the County Court of Increased Jurisdic
tion level were using pseudonyms, such as "John Doe" or
"Minnie Doe."

This practice was especially prevalent in cases

of common nuisances or prostitution. Since many of the blind
:
*:
‘
yQl '
pig operators and prostitutes were new arrivals to the area,
v- "
.
r% J $
... v
1
r I,.and desired anonymity for their business, it was easily pos
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sible to give false names which had to be accepted as legitimate in the days before police photos and fingerprints. 17'
Malicious mischief was synonymous with "dirty tricks."
A person was charged with setting a dog afire with kerosene, a
bull had his masculine anatomy shot away with a 12-gauge shot
gun, barbwire fences were cut, a strawberry patch was com
pletely destroyed and horses were shot and killed in some of
the examples of malicious mischief.
A person arrested for a crime was not necessarily con
victed.

Sampling 100 cases at the County Court of Increased

Jurisdiction level, it was discovered that only 38 terminated

^Such a situation allowed habitual lawbreakers to drift
from town to town, using an alias, since their true identity
was unknown and could only be guessed by physical descriptions
The criminal enjoyed an advantage unknown by today’s lawbreak
ers .
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at this court with a verdict of guilty (and many of these were
appealed); 42 of the cases were transferred to District Court.
Undoubtedly, out of the 44 cases of "move for dismissal," there
were many which were dismissed and thus indirectly declared
the arrested individual's innocence.

Unfortunately, incomplete

records make it impossible to discern whether or not a dis
missal was given in all cases where a motion for dismissal
was presented.

(For this sample of cases of the County Court

of Increased Jurisdiction, consult Table 5, page 116, in the
Appendix).
Eight hundred and thirteen cases were tried in District
Court for Ward County in a 14 year period, an average of 58
cases a year.

During some particularly hectic years, there

were over 100 trials held at the District Court level for
Ward County.

In 1975, the District Court tried 69 cases from

Ward County.1®

Compared in population, Ward County at the

start of this period of study, 1905, contained about 10,000
people.
people.^

The census of 1920 officially gave the county 28,811
Ward County in 1970 (last available census) had

58,560 residents,

20

double the population, but not double the

number of court cases in District Court.

(For statistics on

the District Court see Table 3, pages 112-114

in the Appendix.)

1®Clerk of Court, for District Court, interview held at
County Courthouse, Minot, North Dakota, 13 September 1976.
-^Fourteenth Census of the United States, Volume III,
"Population," 1920, p. 761.
20Census of Population— 1970, Volume I, "Characteristics
of the Population," part 38, "North Dakota," (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), P- 1^*
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In a sample of 100 cases, the District Court had over
half of the trials ending in a verdict of guilty. Fifty-seven
of the cases resulted in a sentence, 28 of the cases were dis
missed and two had the verdict of "not guilty."

Since Dis

trict Court was often a court of appeal for the County Court
of Increased Jurisdiction, it would be expected that there
would be a higher rate of termination cases at this level.
(For this sample of cases of the District Court, consult Table
6, page 117, in the Appendix.)

A precise analysis of the num

ber of cases originating in District Court was made available
through the records kept by the clerk of District Court.

Out

of 100 cases sampled, only eight originated at this level;
the other 92 were transferred in. from the County Court of In
creased Jurisdiction, or indirectly from the Police Magis
trate's.

(For this sample of cases of the District Court,

consult Table 7, page ll8, in the Appendix.)
The number of cases in the Police Magistrate's Court,
*

*■
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County Court of Increased Jurisdiction and District Court totals up to 9406.

Even when discounting the number of appeals

and dismissals, this large number indicates the tremendous
job which faced the courts during this sixteen year period.
When taken in account that a large number of lawbreakers were
never even arrested or, if apprehended, were told to leave
town or given a warning, the amount of crime in Ward County
must have been staggering.

The courts could do little to

stem this bustle of illegal activity other than act as a
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deterrent; but this capacity probably did much to keep the
county from becoming ecen more "wide-open."

CHAPTER III
When North Dakota entered the union in 1889, it adopted
prohibition in a separate constitutional measure:
No person, association or corporation shall, within
this state, manufacture for sale or gift, any in
toxicating liquors, and no person, association or
corporation shall import for sale or gift, or keep
or offer the same for sale, or gift, barter or trade
as a beverage.1
The vote was 18,552 for adoption; 17,399 against.

This scant

majority of 1,159 indicates that the voters were sharply dip
vided on the issue.
In Minot and Ward County, prohibition
laws were violated openly and consistently.
At the Police Magistrate's Court and the County Court
of Increased Jurisdiction, the number one indictable offense
by far was for liquor violations.

One of the difficulties

with this article arose in cases of C.O.D. shipments.

Because

of the wording of the constitutional provision, it was legal
to import liquor for personal consumption.

Nonresident liquor

dealers shipped liquor into the state and delivered the same
to the consignee, at which time the consignee would pay for
the liquor.

On January 1, 1910, the Miller-HumpI.rey-Knox*
2

^Manual of the Prohibition Law of North Dakota— 1910,
edited by Judge Chas. A. Pollack (North Dakota State Enforcenent League: n.p. [1910]), p. 52Ibid.
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interstate shipment bill, which was federal legislation, went
into effect.

This bill closed this loophole, since it gave

complete control of all intoxicating liquor to the state as
O
it entered the state.3
In 1917, state law made it illegal for any person, firm
or corporation to deliver, receive or have in possession for
delivery any intoxicating beverages save for medicinal needs.
This provision, the so-called "Bone-Dry" law, legally cur
tailed all liquor traffic in the state except for this small
amount sold to drugstores, which could be dispersed only by a
physician's order.^
The running of illegal saloons in Ward County was a res
ponse to the many individuals who were potential customers of
such establishments.

At times in Ward County's history, the

number of blind pigs reached epidemic proportions, as was the
case in 1906 when the mayor declared the city of Minot was
"absolutely helpless to enforce the law against blind pig
ging."

The mayor reasoned that the small police force of

five men could not keep track of both the blind pigs and pro
tect "the streets against thugs and hold-up artists" at the
same time.b

Also, there was no city ordinance against the run

ning of blind pigs, rather, it was a state offense.

Therefore,

3Ibid., pp. 10-11.
L'Laws Passed at the Fifteenth Session of Legislative As
sembly of the State of North Dakota— 1917, (Fargo: Walker Bros
and Hardy, 1917 ), chapter 136,
201.
JMinot Daily Optic, 30 July 1906, p. 1.
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some citizens, the mayor included, felt the enforcement of
this law was up to the state, as local municipalities had
their hands full just merting the obligations of their own
ordinances.

Nevertheless, the mayor estimated there were

twenty-eight blind pigs functioning in Minot in 1906, and he
concluded "it is out of the question for the city of Minot
to enforce the law against blind pigging with five policemen." 6
The running of a blind pig in Minot was obviously
able when run efficiently.

profit

Apprehension often meant destruc

tion of the stock on hand, a financial loss for the owner of
the illegal saloon.
thereafter.

But the loss could be regained shortly

The amount of illicit liquor consumed in Minot

in one day must have been staggering, for one blind pigger
*• ■/ ‘
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testified, that he dispensed on the average four barrels of
beer a day (seventy-two bottles to a barrel).

Charging thirty-

five cents a bottle or three for a dollar, the individual
netted about six cents a bottle, profit's of about $17.00 a
V.

day.

.
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The prosecuting attorney laconically summed up the situ

ation with the question:

"And did you sell them for thirty-

five cents or three for a dollar?
barrels a day?"

And you averaged about four

The answer was "Yes, sir." That beats thresh

ing, don't [sic] it?" to which was replied, "Yes, sir, it
does.6
6Ibid.
<~7

rPariott v. State, 9-18, County Court of Increased Jurisdic
tion, County of Ward, transcript, p. 4, 1912.
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The fact that a great deal of money could be made In
selling liquor undoubtedly helped open as many blind pigs as
did the feeling of catering to a genuine need.

Selling

liquor in a state with prohibition meant no liquor license
fee had to be paid, a fact which further increased profits.
State authorities in 1915 found evidence that there was a whis
key and beer distributing agent in Minot who worked in connec
tion with eastern breweries and distilleries.

The whiskey

and beer were shipped to Minot by rail and consigned to fic
ticious names.

Whenever a party in Minot wanted a case of

whiskey or a barrel of beer, he phoned the distributing agent
who went to the depot and who then picked up the order, used
the ficticious name, and personally delivered it to the thirsty individuals.

When the State’s Attorney finally cracked

this arrangement in 1915, an entire railroad car of beer and
O
whiskey was seized at the Soo Line Depot.
The enforcement of the various liquor laws including
periodic roundups (such as followed the election of a new
sheriff or mayor) and, probably the most effective, the use
of plainclothes police or "spotters."

'At least three differ

ent men were hired by the Minot Police Department in 191^-t
and 1915 as spotters who would go into blind pigs

buy the

illegal beverage, and then arrest the seller and testify
against him in court.

These spotters often worked part-time

with the expectation of eventually being employed full-time
^Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 17 May 1915, p. I.
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with the police department.

At a trial, one spotter testi

fied he received a salary of $75 a month for his work, with
$25 additional every month to be used in purchasing the liquor.
He also worked under the direct supervision of the chief of
police, and had a certain degree of anonymity.9
With blind pigging taking place on such a scale in Minot
and Ward County, there certainly was the possibility that
the local police were susceptible to corruption and bribery.
On May 3, 1907, Chief of Police Hagen boasted, "There is not
a blind pig to be found in Minot."x0

Yet, a little over a

month later, June 7,11907, Judge William Murray stated at a
city council meeting that there were more cases of drunkenness
during the last month than for any month in a long time.
Ninety arrests were reported by the police for drunkenness,
and this number did not include the drunken individuals found
in box-cars and in abandoned buildings.
pigs if the city are closed . . . "

"And all the blind

continued the Judge.*
11

Since 1907 was prior to "Bone-Dry" legislation, the pos
sibility remained that people were getting intoxicated on
liquor ordered by themselves from an out-of-state liquor dis
penser.

Yet most of these arrested were transients, who

Q
•Ball v. S^ate, 1199, County Court of Increased Jurisdic
tion, transcript, p. 2, 1915ljMinot Weekly Optic, 3 May 1907, p. 2.
11Ibid., 7 June, p. 8.
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knew no permanent home.12

It seems unlikely that they would

take the time and effort to place an order and remain in the
county for as many days as it took for the delivery

Obvi

ously, many blind pigs functioned at a time when the chief of
police stated there were none.
Accusations became more Jirect and precise in August of
the same year when an individual, who had pleaded guilty to
the charge of blind pigging, testified under oath:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Did you pay anything to any person for what you
supposed was "protection"?
Yes, sir.
Who did you pay it to?
Jack Stevens and he was for protection.
Did he say who he paid it to?
No, he didn’t, he said to the officers.
How much did you pay him?
Twenty-five dollars every two weeks.
Did he say what officers?
Mentioned Chief Hagen’s name.
Tom Hagen--named the chief of police?
To me, yes.13

Chief of Police Tom Hagen was subsequently questioned on the
accusations, but he maintained his innocence and not enough
evidence was found to convict him.
The attempts at enforcing the prohibition laws were seri
ous enough for those who were apprehended, however.

More than

twenty prisoners charged with blind pigging were at the county
12

During periods of inclement weather, unemployed labor
ers would flock to Minot, the largest city in the area. These
transients, lounging around town with nothing but time on
their hands and a little money in their pockets, would search
for entertainment. Liquor was the outlet for many.
^Carson and Castenscn v. State, 149, County Court of
Increased Jurisdiction, transcript, pp. 2-3, 1906.
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jail at one time in 1907 and "fully as many who have been ar
rested have furnished bail."1

In a raid on a blind pig in

Flaxton in 1906, one operator was shot and killed by sheriff's
deputies when he attempted to resist arrest.1'1 However, al
most all arrests were made in a peaceable fashion, as the
accused faced a charge which carried a smaller sentence than
for resisting officers or assaulting an officer.

Repeat of

fenders, of course, faced stiffer fines and longer terms of
imprisonment.
The enticement of a $50 reward to the person who furnished
evidence against an operator helped catch a few of the law
breakers.-1^

Unfortunately for its creators, its effectiveness

was not nearly as great as hoped.

To testify against a blind

pigger in a county where literally "everybody was doing it,"
or at least tolerated it, undoubtedly brought contempt from
many of the county's citizens.
Some of the blind pigs run in the county were, in part,
an added accommodation for the customers soliciting the legal
services of the establishments.

Some of the hotels and restau-

rants had blind pigs in an unused room or in a corner of the
cellar for the convenience of their patrons.

One witness for

the prosecution testified that an owner of a feed mill and
1^Minot Daily Reporter, 26 September 1906,
15 Ward County Reporter, 22 May 1906,
P • 1.
luMinot Daily Reporter, 4 October 1906, P-
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livery barn dispersed about a barrel of beer a week, receiving
twenty-five cents a bottle part of the time and part of the
time giving it away to farmers who came in to do business.
The witness related how the owner of the feed mill and livery
stable had told him that "he didn't make anything out of the
beer he was handling, but was simply aiming to get enough to
pay for the beer itself, so he wouldn't lose anything."1 ^
Women also trafficked in the illegal liquor business,
At the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction, women's names
were surprisingly abundant, as prostitutes and madams of houses
■=

1 1'f 1 .

'

'a t .

.

'

of prostitution often sold liquor.

.

However, when a drunken wo

man was discovered on the streets of Minot, it was a front-page
evert.

The Minot Dally Reporter related how "One of the few

cases of intoxication among

' •• ' tier sex was discovered in

Minot last evening."-^
Children, too, were infrequently found in an inebriated
m u .b to tl:e chagrin of their elders.

At the Bowbells'

Public School a teacher of the 6th and 7th grade was confront
ed with the oddity of having a male student coming to class
who was so drunk that he could no longer maintain his balance
while sitting.

The child was not charged with any crime, but

the man who sold the liquor was charged with selling intoxica
ting liquors.

In his defense, the accused maintained stead

fastly that he thought the whiskey was for the boy's father.
■^Schumacker v. State, 485, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, "Proceedings of Case," p. 6, 1910.
Minot Daily Reporter, 24 September 1907, p. 1.
■^Johnson v. State, 533 1/2, County Court of Increased
Jurisdiction, transcript, p. 4, 1910.

With such a perpetual thirst for alcohol in the county,
it seems unlikely that there were just two cases of moonshini
in the county during this time period.

One was at the Police

Magistrate’s Court while the other arraigned directly to Dis
trict Court.

This latter case was the most spectacular of

the two, as it Involved an 80 gallon copper still which blew
up, causing $1000 worth of damage.

The unlucky owner of this

mammoth operation was immediately arrested and had his bond
fixed at $3,000.20
The fight against the use of alcohol did not all take
place at the legal front.

Newspapers of the county waged a

sporadic war against the liquor traffic as is evident from an
editorial from the Minot Daily News:
With the arrival of the laboring men for the har
vest the bootleggers and piggers and disreputable
characters which have infected the community in the
past are begging to return. They are always disposing
of dope which they call whiskey.
Some of these despicable criminals have court
records already. Some of them are known as having
been engaged in the violent services in which human
ity in the shape of man can serve. They are undesir
able citizens. These criminals have no place in the
fabric of civilization and they should be arrested
under the order of the state council of defense [this
was during World War I] if direct statutory crimes
can not be proven against them, and they should be
put to work under the national regulations which re
quire all men to be engaged in productive employment.
The taxpayers of the county are in no mood now to
tolerate any expenses in the way of prosecuting these
petty criminals. They do not intend to be taxed to
keep such cattle under control.21*
2
2°Mlnot Daily News, 27 December 1920, p. 1.
2lIbid., 1 August 1918, p. 4.
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The correlation between whiskey and robbery was the theme
for an editorial in 191b, which theorized "this worthless scum
of the criminal world would never have a chance to commit anoth
er crime after they are once caught [if they would be imprison
ed for so long] that they would be too old to do any more
devilment when they got out of the penitentiary."

This same

editorial went on with a general scathing attack on the whole
blind pig business, calling their product "so rotten that a
decent drinking man would not touch it and poisonous enough
to kill snakes.
Ironically, the charge that the liquor being sold in blind
pigs was of dubious quality might have contained some truth.
Fraud and misrepresentation undoubtedly took place in the
liquor traffic, as the cheated could hardly gc to the local
law enforcement and sign a complaint.
state testified:

One witness for the

"What I got was a bottle of what they call

beer, but I don't -believe they got much beer in North Dakota.
With blind pigging taking place on such a scale, Ward
County's newspapers were concerned with the reputation of the
county as being "wide-open."

The editor of the Daily Optic-

Reporter tried to explain the presence of the numerous blind
pigs in Minot:
Lest the arrest of so many persons engaged in
the sale of intoxicating liquors in Minot leave the
^ Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 21 October 1915, P- 2.
23Mundell and Moran v. State, 210, County Court of In
creased Jurisdiction, transcript, p. 4, 1908.

pq
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impression in the public mind outside that the city
is a place of such moral turpitude that these places
flourish openly and with the countenance, if not the
consent, of the general public, a word of explanation
is not out of place.
When the money of the harvestors begins to be
available, the lawbreakers thought they saw their
chance to get some of it without much value received,
and they proceeded to open up the blind pigs and
gambling joints. They were allowed to run rather
openly for a few days until the officials could get
the evidence to convict them and then the places were
raided and the proprietors arrested.24
The editor, however, failed to be explicit about his meaning
of "a few days."
Losing the revenue from the sale of liquor licenses was a
financial setback for the county.

This factor alone encouraged

some residents of the state to advocate for the abolition, of
prohibition and the return of the state-licensed saloon.

The

Ward County Independent theorized that if North Dakota was to
go wet, the license fees collected from the then-legal saloons
in Minot would pay for half the expenses of the city.

But, he

asked, what would be gained "by changing for those poverty
making factories?"

The income brought in by the saloons would

be quickly outweighed by the disadvantages, among which would
be a poor house, a larger jail, the creation of more destitute
families and more poverty and misery.

Furthermore, the liquor

illegally sold in Ward County had about 80% of its total con
sumed by the habitual drinker "who formed the 'unquenchable
thirst before landing here;’ 15$ was used by 'the gamblers
and coterie of followers;’ only the remaining 5$ was used by
24 Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 17 September 1915, p- 2.

'that class of young men who foolishly believe that where a
few of them are gathered together there a few bottles must be
also or they are not having the time of their life.’"

Main

taining the innocence of the state, the editor went on 'with
"probably less than 1 percent of the consumers of these drugs
[alcohol] are men who formed the habit [in] dry North Dakota.
A prominent Methodist minister in Minot also spoke out
against alcohol when he delivered the main address at the
opera house entitled "The Curse of the Anglo-Saxon."

In it,

Reverend Powell theorized that every nation had its bane or
blessing.

The English nation and the American nation were no

exception.

"Drink is the unspeakable, unmitigated curse of

the Anglo-Saxon race wherever found.
given to drinking from the beginning.
part of the devil's theology."

The race was brutal and
This drink habit was

The devil, however, was not as

clever as Reverend Powell had imagined or "he could have given
a more classic name to the institution in North Dakota called
the blind pig."

Since the "Institution in question" ought to

have a more respectable name, as "blind pig" was simply too
"unclassical," the Reverend opted for the title "Myopic Swinarium," a name which was not adopted widely. °
Another common crime was vagrancy, a charge which was
very flexible in its interpretation.

Originally, the Intent

of the city ordinance and state statute was to keep the streets
^"Ward County Independent, 13 February 1908, p. 2.
^f)Minot Weekly Optic, 3 May 1907, p. 7-

and rural roads free from destitute or homeless individuals
who might, if banded together, constitute a potential gang
of lawbreakers.

A vagrancy charge soon became a charge used

to rid a town or county of any undesirable element (as seen
through the eyes of the arresting officer) who had no visits
means of support.

The arresting officer simply would pick

up the idle man or woman during the daytime, charge him or
her with vagrancy and escort the person to the next train
out of town or to the county or city jail.
The fear that vagrants would^ congregate and terrorize
the populace was not without grounds.

"Loafers and bums" on

several occasions gathered in such groups as to literally
make it unsafe for people, particularly women, to be on the
streets.

The Minot Daily Reporter launched a campaign which

had intentions "to clean the streets up."

This "class who

infest the streets are not workingmen," the Reporter stated,
as it was "amply proven by the fact that they refuse work when
it is offered them."

Since this element hurled profanity and

accosted many of the "more respectable citizens," the Reporter
urged that:
If there is something dead under the house, let's drag
it out, and dispose of it as quickly as possible. You
may hide it and dilate on the beautiful features of the
city as much as you please, but the wind will waft the
fragrance of your little secret to the outside world,
and you can't prevent it.27
27

Minot Daily Reporter, 20 June 1913, p. 1.

A6
Fearing that Minot's reputation would be tarnished in the
eyes of its neighbors for allowing such "loafers" to gather
in the city, the paper related how a state-wide salesman told
other Minot businessmen that when he traveled in the state,
he frequen1 / arranged to meet his wife in some town along the
route.

But, the salesman told, he always stayed clear of

Minot because a city that allows transients to gather in such
28
large numbers is "no place to bring a woman."
Ways to improve the situation on the streets was the es
sence of one Reporter article.

One method was for the police

to keep these "loafers'’ from congregating in the first place.
The second method was for the insulted person to go to the
police and point out the offenders, who then would be arrested.
A third method, which circumvented the police, was to give the
man who made the insult "a baptism of hard American fists.
Obviously, the police department could not have been the ulti
mate in efficiency and effectiveness if a daily paper was urg
ing that action be taken by the citizens themselves.
Another article in the same paper was more direct in call
ing for the involvement of the police:

"What these fellows

[the vagrants] need is a policeman's boot, about size ten,
well-placed and applied as often as necessary to rid the town
of a few hundred roughnecks."3”
2^Ibid., 23 June.
29Ibid.
30 Ibid., 20 June, p. A.
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Seasonal farm work was partly responsible for this influx
of transients.

The Soo Line Railroad published a table in

1906 showing the number of harvest hands needed at different
towns along their line.

The vicinity of Minot was listed as

needing 600 harvest hands.

Since the transporting of these

hands to the place of employment was a large scale business,
the Soo Line also listed special passenger rates for ’
workers
leaving the Minneapolis-St. Paul area for the harvest fields.

11

Many other harvest hands came to the county riding in empty
boxcars, a practice which was as illegal as it was common.
Before the mechanization of farms, it was recognized by city
dwellers that this seasonal labor influx was a necessity,
and some concern was voiced in the defense of these transients.
One editorial lamented:
The nomadic laboring man who annually comes to the har
vest fields here is regarded as legitimate and easy
pray. He is a type that is found nowhere else in the
country and his personal shortcomings are responsible
in great measure for the opportunities afforded to
victimize him. He should be protected against him
self. 32
The editor of the Repcrue* -1so related how the annual North
Dakota harvest also meant ’

prolific harvest for the most un

scrupulous criminals of the great cities" whom, it was felt,
flocked to North Dakota to prey on the trusting and naive har
vest hands.
A bonafide vagrant, such as a hobo, received little sym
pathy in the community.

Coming into the county by whatever

^ Minot Daily Optic, 30 July 1906, p. 1.
^ Ward County Reporter, 8 November 1908, p. 2.
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free means available, usually in empty boxcars, the hobo tend
ed to gather in clusters at a city's hobo "jungle."

In Minot,

the jungles never contained a static population, for the
region’s bone-chilling winter forced all but the most hardy
hoboes to the warmer South.
The hobo was found to be grating to many citizens of the
county.

Petty thievery was automatically blamed on the hobo,

as to a lesser degree were hold-ups and break-ins.

Hoboes

existed by other people's generosity, so their habit of doorto-door begging was found to be irksome to many city dwellers.
If a chicken disappeared from the henhouse or a tomato from
the garden, the hobo was the first accused.

Tc the glee of

many hoboes an exoneration of sorts appeared in the Ward Count
Reporter, in which the editorial assured the readers that pub
lic opinion regarding who was committing the lawbreaking had
changed recently and that the "great majority of thinking
people have an idea that it is not the hoboes at all but that
ninety percent of the trouble, if it were possiole to count,
could be laid to the door of local characters."-5^
A feeling that the hobo was shirking his duty as a citi
zen and adult to work and be productive caused an editorial
in the Weekly Optic which was in open agreement with the state
of New York's proposed

'tramp farm," where arrested vagrants

would be sent and made to work, while at the same time learning
33 Ibid., 12 October.
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a trade.

This system, the editor argued, was much better than

forcing the vagrants to leave town, thus dumping the problem
on the next town down the line.3^
This practice of moving the vagrant to somewhere else
down

the tracks was particularly bothersome to Minot, which

was convinced there was a widespread conspiracy to transport
other cities' undesirables to the threshold of Minot's city
limits.

The brazen headlines "Minot Made Dumping Grounds For

Undesirables" previewed a story in which it was related "Canada
seems disposed to dump her American emigrants who are likely
to become public charges onto Minot according to facts which
come to light."35

jp appeared that a poverty-stricken family,

originally from Aberdeen

South Dakota, was returning to Aber

deen after a two-year stay at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.

The

family's intention h^d been to homestead in the Moose Jaw re
gion, but instead they took up employment with a local farmer.
Poor economic conditions forced them to return co their origi
nal hometown and, since they were without means, the Canadian
government felt an obligation to return them to the United
States.

They were put aboard a train at Moose Jaw with tickets

for Minot with the promise they would receive additional funds
at the border town of Portal.

They failed to get these funds

and, as the newspaper moaned, "as a result landed in Minot
without funds and hungry as well.."

The family applied to the

state's attorney's office for assistance in reaching Aberdeen,
3!|Minot Weekly Optic, 9 April 1909, p. 9.
3^Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 17 July 1915, p. 1-
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which had the result of the County Commissioners and the
state's attorney taking the matter up with federal authorities
as this was not "the first instance of the dumping of people
from the other side of the line onto Minot and imposing a bur
den on the county that it has no right to assume."^
Grand Forks, North Dakota was also accused of using the
same tactics.

An article from the Grand Forks Herald was re

printed in the Minot Weekly Optic which could not help but
leave a bitter taste in the mouths of many residents of Ward
County.

The article reported that a half of dozen of the

criminal population of Grand Forks were arrested and given sus
pended sentences on the condition they leave that city at
once.37

Since they all decided to go, it was naturally as

sumed by the readers of the Optic they decided to board the
first train heading west, in the direction of Minot.
This feud with Grand Forks was bolstered with an editori
al which appeared later in the same year.

The editorial re

ported that with the dens of vice just across the Red River
from Grand Forks (East Grand Forks) and with Grand Forks being
the major railroad stop for the area, it was a certainty that
"the dregs of the criminal world [would gather] at that point
for their advance west when the harvesting and threshing sea
son opened."

The editor of the Optic-Reporter claimed that

Grand Forks simply took this unwanted element by the hand and
i6Ibid.
37jy]inot Weekly Optic, 30 September 1915, p. 2.
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ordered them to move out of town--and "they always went west,
never east."

Ward County, the editor assured his readers, did

not shirk its responsibilities for during the past week the
county had shipped a carload of convicted criminals to the
state penitentiary.
were transients.

Of the eighteen convicted, all but four

This record would "make it likely that these

criminals [who come every season to prey on the harvest hands]
will steer clear of a county which sends such people to the
penitentiary by the carload."3^
Having paupers and lawbreakers shipped in from the north
and east, it should have been no surprise for Ward County to
discover that Montana, too, was partaking in this unsavory
business.

In a sworn statement, a former resident of Flathead

County, Montana testified that, after applying to the humane
office of this county for some form of welfare, she and her
two children were given tidkets on the Great Northern for Minot
one way.

The result of this expose was the sending of a vig

orous protest to the governor of Montana and the calling of
the Flathead County’s actions "the most despicable that could
be imagined."39
Ward County's reputation for being beleagured by "unde
sirables" was further enhanced by a struggle which took place
in Minot in 1913-

This struggle, an Industrial Workers of the

World "free-speech" fight, is unique in the state's history.

^^Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 10 December 1915, p. 2.
39]viinot Qaily News, 19 January 1918, p. 1.
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The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) was a revolu
tionary, syndicalist trade union founded in Chicago in 1905Among their lofty ambitions were plans to combine the Ameri
can working class, and eventually wage earners all over the
world, into one big union with an industrial basis.1,0
The first IWW's in the county came in the form of two
Wobbly national organizers, Jack Law and Jack Allen, who,
starting about August 1, 1913, held nightly street meetings
on the corner of Main and First Street in Minot.

Their mes

sage v/as the preaching of "One Big Union," the essence of
the IWW movement, and their mission was to "organize the wage
slaves."

Why these two professional organizers chose Minot is

unclear, although it was rumored they came in reply to a plea
X .-mx
from the Minot Socialists.
This soapbox oratory by the two organizers was held
across the street
Army,
11"
■? from
'A •
;’the Salvation
;
> •J
n. an organization
whose charitability and reputation was well-established in
Minot.

Since it was a trademark of the Wobblies to sing bal■it

'

f-

..

•/

lads and songs depicting the exploitation of the working man,
a very loud chorus could be heard in a several block radius
from that specific street corner.

One song in particular,

which was composed by Joe Hill, an IWW songwriter and future
^Patrick Renshaw, The Wobblies: The Story of Syndical
ism in the United States ^Garden City, New York: Doubleday
and Company, Inc. 1967) , P- 21.
^Charles James Haug, "The Industrial Workers of the World
in North Dakota, 1913-1917," North Dakota Quarterly 39 (Winter
1971), 87; cited from the Minot Daily Reporter, 13 August 1913,
p. 1 .

IWW martyr, made obvious reference to the Salvation Army,

In

the eyes of many, obvious ridicule of a well-respected organi
zation did little >,

cement good relations between the Wobblies

and the people of Minot.
Another aspect which helped tighten tensions was that up
on Law and Allen's arrival ir town, th°y began organising the
local construction workers.

The impact of these efforts was

immediate and visible, for one of Minot's largest building
contractors erected a sign on his current construction site
UP
which read "No Union Men Allowed."
The Minot Daily Reporter expressed the town's frustra
tions :
The one fact, that they insulted the Salvation
Army, is enough to condemn them. Jack Law and his
henchmen have stirred up strife and discontent in
Minot. They have succeeded in influencing a number
of laborers to such an extent that they refuse to
take honest work, at good pay, preferring to loaf on
the street corner. They have tried to start strikes
in the city. They have sneered and jibed at religi
on and at the Deity. They have discouraged patri
otism and encouraged anarchy. Is it not time to call
a halt on that sort of thing?^3
The very next night Law was showehed with rotten eggs at
the start of his tirade.

Unabashedly, the meeting continued,

but was finally called off due to a rainstorm.1^4 August 10
saw a large crowd awaiting for the arrival of the speaker.
^Henry R. Martinson, "Comes the Revolution. . ." North
Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plains 36 (Winter
1969) 84, 8943
.
,
Minot Daily Reporter, 9 August 1913, P- 4.
^Charles James Haug, "The Industrial Workers of the World
in North Dakota, 1913-1917," P- 88.
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Speaker Law, however, had been arrested prior to the meeting
on a warrant issued for disorderly conduct and using obscene
language.

While waiting for someone to begin speaking, a few

of the Wobblies commenced singing, but they wore also arrested.
In about twenty minutes some twenty-five Wobblies were arrested
and heading for jail.

A slight pause ensued, and then occurred

a happening which was totally unexpected to the police.
Prominent and not so prominent Socialists, sensing "an oppor
tune time to test the validity of such lawless work on the part
of the city authorities," one by one mounted the soapbox only
h£
to be pulled down by the police and arrested. u Those arrest
ed went quietly and there is no record of resistance.
An ordinance which had as its intent the prevention of
soapbox speeches by Wobblies was hurriedly passed by the city
council.

Prom that day on, every street speaker must have

procured a license from the president of the city commission
before he could speak, and the president of the city commis
sion also had the right to revoke the license if the privi
lege was "abused."

The Minot Daily Reporter assured its

readers that no one believed in curtailing the right of free
speech, but "the right of free speech does not include the
*7
right to encourage anarchy." 1
lic,
•^Henry R. Martinson, "Comes the Revolution
p. 9 k .
^ I conoclast (Minot), 15 August I913, p
k7 Minot Daily Reporter, 12 August 1913, P- 1-
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After the arrest of Jack Law, the Wobblies in Minot sent
telegrams to IWW headquarters in surrounding cities asking for
assistance.

Past experience had taught the Wobblies that the

best way to eomuat local suppression was to literally overload
the local system.

All footloose Wobblies who heard the cry

for help thronged to the chosen town and asserted their right
to freedom of speech.

Quickly they would be arrested, but

the jails would become dangerously full of high-spirited pris
oners.

Crowded prisons, congested legal timetables, and the

high cost of paying extra police and feeding extra prisoners
usually drove desperate officials to scrap the anti-IWW ordi
nances.

Sometimes the Wobblies won the battle at this point;

sometimes the whole process would start all over again. °
For four days following August 11, the Minot police jail
ed every person who encouraged or supported the Wobblies.
Already by August 11, the local newspaper reported that there
were 100 in the jail as the result of Wobbly " r i o t i n g , a
number which would have been impossible to handle had it not
been for the temporary conversion cf the town's stockyards in
to a jail and the building of a "bull pen," which was made
by the erection of a seven foot picket fence between two brick
buildings behind the city hall.

Armed guards were placed on

the rooftops of adjoining buildings in order to insure there

^®Patrick Renshaw, The Wobblies:
in the United States, p. 119-

The Story of Syndicalism

^ Minot Daily Reporter, 11 August 1913, P- 1-

were no escapes nor "help" coming from the outside.

The bull

pen was used almost entirely for Wobblies, as the Socialists,
who were in many cases established and respectable citizens,
were housed in the comparably comfortable and. luxurious city
jail.50
The manpower used to arrest and control this "riotous ele
ment" came in the form of fifty special police, twenty-five
sheriff’s deputies and the regular city police and sheriff personnel.

51

The professionalism and moral character of the hur

riedly-hired special police and deputies seemed to have been
in question.
At the height of the trouble, the Iconoclast carried an.
article on its front page pointing out the real losers were
the taxpayers of Ward County, for the cost of maintaining such
a huge police force and feeding the prisoners was coming to
$500 per day. 52
Since the IWW’s and Socialists refused to post bail in
an attempt to overload the judicial system, the Minot city
officials feared they had a crisis on their hands.

A policy

of dispersing the Wobblies rather than arresting them was5
0
50

Charles James Haug, "The Industrial Workers of the World
in North Dakota, 1913-1917," p. 90; Jackson K. Putnam, "The
Socialist Party of North Dakota: 1902-1913" (M.A. thesis,
University of North Dakota, 1956), d . 115; cited from Minot
Daily Optic, lA August 1913, p. 1.
^ Minot Dally Reporter, 11 August 1913, p. 1.
52

Iconoclast (Minot), 15 August 1913, p. 1.
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quickly adopted.

On August 13, the jungles of Minot were in-

vaded by law officials and several score of transients were
run out of town by the authorities.

Carrying firearms and

pieces of rubber hoses, the officials forced tne Wobblies to
march to Burlington, nine miles away.

August 15 saw the jun

gles again raided, only this time the intent was even more
serious, for a sheriff’s deputy and eight companions mounted
on horses shot over the heads of the fleeing Wobblies and then
turned their firepower on the camp, shooting it up and smash
ing it to pieces.53
A melee which assumed proportions of a minor riot occur
red August 16 when about thirty Wobblies attempted to hold a
meeting in spite of the ominous overtones

of

the city.5^

The meeting had just opened when the police attempted to sub
due the speaker.

A fight ensued which only lasted about a

minute, as the police used their clubs freely.

Several Wob

blies were knocked down and, though the Wobblies far outnum
bered the police, they gave up after more than twenty-five
of them had been arrested and were being led off to the city
jail.

A large crowd followed this procession, and for a time

threatened to rush the jail.

The officers drove them back and

r~o
-'’-Jackson K. Putnam, "The Socialist Party of North Dakota
1902-1918," p. 115; Henry R. Martinson, "Comes the Revolution
. . .," p. 92.
5^North Dakota Governor Hanna had offered to the city
of Minot "all assistance within the power of the state to en
force law and order," an offer which included the use of the
militia. Minot Daily Optic, 13 August 1913, P- 1-
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herded the prisoners into the city hall.

At this point the

Wobblies proceeded to break down one of the doors of the city
hall while at the same time singing.

The chief of police or

dered the fire hose turned on them, an action which restored
peace temporarily.^
The Minot authorities also began to counteract IWW strat
egy by merely escorting the captured Wobbly out of town, in
some cases, after a physical beating had been administered to
prove that they were taking the Wobbly threat seriously.
Police also patrolled the city limits, effectively preventing
the infiltration of any more potential troublemakers.5°
In accordance with these new tactics, trains were stopped
out of town and any suspected Wobblies were sent back in the
direction from which they had Come.

Three railroad coaches

filled with 100 suspected Wobblies were sent on their way by
armed police after all the Wobblies had been transferred to
one coach.

One week after the "free-speech" fight had prac

tically blown itself out, eighty-six alleged Wobbly sympathi
zers were ordered to keep going on the train in which they
qrmt
arrived."1
This policy of dispersing the Wobblies instead of arrest
ing them quickly brought the situation under the control of
the police.
^ Minot Daily Reporter, 14 August 1313, P- 1*
b°Henry R. Martinson, "Comes the Revolution . .

p. 98.

Minot Dally Reporter, 16 August 1913, P- 1; 21 August
1913, P- 1.
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The prisoners (mostly men, but a few women) were released
m

various ways.

Some of the IWW's pleaded guilty to charges

of disorderly conduct, and were sentenced to a ten dollar fine
and ten days of hard labor, which meant being put to work re• •
f-Q
pairing the city streets.30 The remainder, however, which in
cluded most of the Socialists, had been charged with blocking
the streets and they demanded a jury trial.59
A twelve man jury, composed mostly of Minot businessmen,
found the defendants guilty as charged August 19, 1913, seven
days after the trial had started.^0
Both sides claimed victory in the "free-speech" fight,
.J&j,
_
1
yet both sides made concessions. The ordinance requiring a
^
■*c ,... p ? ;,i ; v .
license to speak on the street was never repealed or modified,
i ■'
i\:
.i I
i
■
. 't;.-■
■
yet a conference which recognized Socialists and IWW as a facy ,

. .

tion with legitimate grievances against the city was held
■'
r;i'
“ • ;-|rv
C'-j
August 22.
Probably one of the biggest gains on the side
-

,

.

-

rt

-

of the Socialists and Wobblies was the publicity and propa
ganda gained from the ill-treatment by the Minot authorities.
The image of starving, poorly-clothed harvest workers being

5®ibid., 13 August.
^Charles James Haug, "The Industrial Workers of the
World in North Dakota, 1913-1917," p. 91.
^ Iconoclast

(Minot), 22 August 1913, p- 1.

Jackson K. Putnam, "The Socialist Party of North Dakota
1902-1918," p. 118; cited from the Minot Daily Optic, 21 August
1913, P- 1.
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brutally clubbed and hosed down by sadistic police did much
to bolster their thinking that the current political and ec
onomic system was evil, and had to he changed.

Probably

Minot's greatest gain was the effective methods they learned
in controlling the Wobblies and Socialists which helped keep
the fight from turning into a more violent affair.
Ill the coming years, the Industrial Workers of the World
would remain controversial throughout the state.

No county in

North Dakota, however, would experience a week-long confron
tation as had Ward County in August of 1913Since gamblers enjoyed much idle time as did vagrants,
vagrancy and gambling were often found in conjunction.

Between

1905 and 1920, there were 135 cases of gambling in the Police
Magistrate’s dockets and another 135 cases in the County Court
£O
of Increased Jurisdiction.
Gambling was usually, but not always, in connection with
a house of prostitution or a blind pig.

Professional gamb

lers, generally, did not have the anonymity they so desired
in a small city like Minot.

A well-dressed stranger in town

without any visible means of support almost immediately at
tracted the police’s attention.

This certainty required that

gamblers maintain a low-key profile, as flashy clothes and
much money attracted nothing but police harrassment.
ti'

Convic-

on gambling charges usually required police to catch

the participants in the act, so gambling took place in cellars
62por
3, pages

number of gambling cases, refer to tables 1* 2 and

106-11^ in the Appendix.

or deserted buildings with sentries posted who would alert
-he players at the first signs of a police raid.
In 1919, Minot police swooped down on one establishment
w lere gambling activity was suspected and forty gamblers
W' re caught playing a roulette wneel, poker tables, dice, cards
ard chips.

The "gambling joint" was at the rear of a Minot

cl )thing store and it had been fitted out in elaborate style.
Th- n~ ght of the raid was the grand opening and the police
wa: ted until they felt everyone who was going to attend this
gala event would be there.

Upon closing the net, the police

discovered they had captured practically every suspected
gander in the city. ^3
The outspoken Reverend Powell preached from his pulpit
one Sunday that he had on the "best authority that there are
thiee gambling dens running in open violation of the law."
Nol content with the job local authorities were doing at
handling the matter, the Reverend continued with "Make me mayor
of the city of Minot and I will make it a vestibule of heaven
ir thirty days."

Upon being interviewed by a newspaper re-

p- rter, the chief of police retorted with "If I paid attention
1 0 the complaints of every citizen, I would be crazy.

I am

> erforming my duties as chief of police to the best of my
abilities.

Unfortunately for the chief of police, Sheriff

John Lee of Ward County uncovered three gambling dens in Minot

°3jyjinot Daily News, 15 September 1915, p. 1.
54

Minot Daily Optic, 18 November 1907, p. 1.
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during the next week, which gave Reverend Powell no small
amount of ammunition for his vocal attack on the Minot offici
als.

The Reverend, having been vindicated, spoke out:
Three gambling dens unearthed in a week is somewhat
encouraging! But these are insignificant compared
with che larger institutions that have been running
so brazenly and, the report is, without the slight
est interference from 'the powers that be!'65
Problems of gambling by the youth of the community con

cerned one newspaper article whose headlines urged ‘'Poolroom
Gambling Must Be Stopped."

From twelve to fifteen school boys

frequented one pool hall and played for sums varying from ten
cents to fifty cents a ball.

Not only was gambling against

the law, but i^ was illegal for minors to play pool.66
Larceny was also a common crime in Ward County during
the 1905-1920 oeriod.

Robbery occurred at night and in broad

daylight, in homes, in stores, and on the highways.

The term

"highway robbery" meant exactly that to a woman teacher who
was held up just east of Burlington while on her way to her
boardinghouse.

After losing $5 to the road agent, the woman

immediately notified the sheriff, who could not find a trace
of the wanted man.67
Thieves often stole goods easily converted into money.
Prior to the mechanization of the farms and the prevalent use
of the automobile, horse harnesses were valuable property as
they were always resaleable.

in 1909, a unique development

6:;Minot Weekly Optic, 29 November 1907, P- 166it,id., 1^4 January 1910, p. 3 .
^ M lnot Daily News, 30 April 1918, p. 2.
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was revealed in Ward County when the police rounded up a gang
of organized harness thieves, which had been in operation in
the county all winter.
Alcoholic beverages were another item susceptible to
robbery.

While its availability was restricted, it commanded

a high price to the vendor.

Certainly the individual who

broke into a Great Northern boxcar and carried out several
cases of Hiram Walker whiskey would have been more than reward
ed for his efforts if he hadn’t been caught.^

Many complaints

about stolen liquor v/ere probably never filed, for after 1917
doing so would incriminate oneself for possessing an illegal
substance.
Horse thievery did not die out in 1885 when the vigilantes
from Montana rode through the Ward County area.

As late as

1906 a United States Marshal was in Minot looking for an area
farmer who had been charged with stealing ten head of horses
from a U.S. Customs C o l l e c t o r . S i n c e horses were the prin
cipal means of transportation save for the railroads

through

out this period of study, good horses were valuable.

Many

cases of horse thievery between neighbors were evident at the
County Court of Increased Jurisdiction.

Early fences were

not as tight and formidable as they should have been, which re
sulted in much livestock straying across property boundaries.
^ Minot Daily Optic, 16 February 1909, p. 1.
^McCulloch v. State, 772, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, "complaint," 1911.
^Mlnot

Daily Optic, 14 August 1906, p. 1.
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Some thieves made a habit of preying on the threshing
hands, who at times had in their possession a surprising
amount of money.

Three hold-up men who gave as their resi

dence Texas and Oklahoma were caught and jailed within three
hours after1 robbing three harvest hands on a Soo Line train.
Such speed by the police force was not characteristic of them.
Often the hold-up of harvest hands was unreported, for they
were easily intimidated and reluctant to seek the help of the
law whom they also mistrusted.

Once in a great while a hold

up man would become too greedy as was the case of a drunken
Soo Line employee who held up twenty section-crew laborers at
one time with a revolver, demanding they give him. their money
for the purchase of more whiskey.

Twenty sober men gave a

very accurate description of the robber, and he was quickly
apprehended.^2
Safecrackers occasionally made their presence known in
the county.

The professionalism of some of the safecrackers

was openly admired in. one account of the blowing open of a
safe at the Minot Milling Company.

Using nitroglycerin, the

safecrackers very neatly blew the safe's door completely off
its hinges.

Their adeptness netted them only about $12.^3

An even less successful safe robbery took place at Sawyer in
1906 when safecrackers blew open the bank with nitroglycerin,
but had the misfortune of having a posse immediately formed
^ Minot Weekly Optic, 26 August 1915, p. 1.
^2Minot Daily Optic, 18 December 1905, p. 1.
73 Ibid., 12 October.

in their pursuit.

After a brief gun battle south of Sawyer,
rrh
five men were captured.
The theft of an automobile in 1912 warranted headlines
on page 1 for automobiles were rare enough to still be a nov
elty.

Two young boys stole an automobile and took it for a

joy ride one moon-lit night.

The two boys soon came to grief

when, after traveling but two miles, the machine got out of
their control and went Into a ditch, badly damaging the steer
ing gear.

Charges against one of the boys was dropped, as he

was a first-time offender.

Charges against the second boy

were filed as "he had been in trouble on three or four previr~r{■"
ous occasions."0
The problem of young people resoiting to larceny to ob
tain a wanted item was not new to the county.

Two boys, aged

12 and 14, were jailed on the charge of burglary.

Supposedly,

the two friends broke into a chicken house and robbed the
roost of two plump turkeys.
their innocence.76

The boys, however, protested

Young girls were occasionally caught in

possession of something they shouldn't have, as was the case
when it was reported in one of the papers:

"The annual season

for shoplifting was auspiciously opened in Minot last evening
when two young girls of the city attempted to secure some
777
Christmas presents without paying for them."''
74
.
Minot Daily Reporter, 23 October 1906, p. 1.
^^Minot Daily Optic, 3 October 1912, p. 1.
7^Ibid. , 20 January 1905, P- *+•
77ibid., 20 December, p. 1.
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The Minot Dally News reported a bizarre case of attempted
robbery in which Reverend Hilton of Surrey was held up near
the Great Northern stockyards by "sixteen bandits armed with
automatic pistols."

Upon being confronted by the ruffians,

the Reverend took to his heels, at which time a. dozen shots
were allegedly fired, none of which took effect.

After being

chased by the bandits for a quarter of a mile, the Reverend
stopped a moving switch engine which brought him into Minot.
Five police officers immediately were sent to the scene, but
none of the gang of sixteen men "with automatic pistols" was
apprehended.
Larceny occasionally occurred in spurts, which resulted in
a clamor for better law enforcement.
answered these cries with:

Chief of Police Hagen
hi

I do not believe that the recent robberies are a
result of the town being open, because it never has
been since I was Chief of Police, however, idleness
breeds crime and they [the vagrants] must get to work
or get out of town.79
Confidence men usually (had more finesse and professional
ism than did the average robber or blind pigger-

Certainly a

great deal of imagination went into the swindle which milked
a Ward County resident out of a few dollars in 1918.

The com

plaining party related how the accused told him he:
was a lieutenant general and he told me that the pro
ceeds of this book that he wasn't out selling it for
a commission, that he was a salaried man by the
■^Minot Daily News, 14 July 1917, p. 1.
'^Minot Daily Optic, 18 December 1905, P- 1-

government and that the proceeds of the book [it was
a book of recipes] went to the soldier boys. 80
The capture of alleged confidence men at a hotel in Minot
in 1912 was banner headlines in the Minot Daily Reporter.
After a friendly game of whist with strangers, a resident of
Minot allowed himself to be talked into taking one of the men
up to his hotel room to sleep, as the man maintained he had
no money and could not afford a room.

Waking up in the mid

dle of the night, the Minot resident was shocked to find that
the man had vanished as had his $285-

The confidence men

obviously had not planned on his awakening so soon, for they
were still in the area of the hotel.
Jfr
r
■ O-i
captured and charged with larceny. ±
.•* ,

All three were quickly
'
...

...

.

[
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Prostitution during this time was a misdemeanor, a fact
which partly explains its persistance in surviving in the
county throughout the sixteen-year study-period.

The police

force vented most of its energy on prosecuting the owners
and operators of the houses of prostitution, for the lone
prostitute hardly constituted a threat to the community.

As

late as 1907, Minot still had a "red light" district, which
was located on the western edge of the city and was a constant
source of shame to the more "proper" citizens. ^

After the

district was closed down, the residents of it dispersed to*
8
~°Schey v. State, 175*1, County Court of Increased Juris
diction, transcript, p. 2, 1918.
^Mlnot Daily Reporter, 24 August 1912, p. 1.
82Minot Weekly Optic, 4 January 1907, P-
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all parts of the county.
tu.es were black.

A large percentage of these prosti-

With her basic fee varying from two to

three dollars, a single prostitute could amass a sizeable
amount of money in a short time.

With several girls working

under the supervision of a "madam" or "pimp," the amount of
money taken in by these illegal business units must have made
prostitution one of Ward County's most profitable businesses.
Harvest time particularly was a boom period for prostitutes,
as so many young and virile harvest hands naturally sought
female companionship and comforts.
The Police Department of Minot and the Sheriff's Depart
ment fought a constant battle against prostitution after 1907In part, this was in fear of other criminal elements attracted
■’ r

r

f •7

by prostitution.
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But mostly, prostitution was vehemently op

posed because it was universally felt that the "weaker" sex
should be protected and catered to, not exploited and debased.
An editorial in the Minot Daily Optic-Reporter in 1905 told
how a young man entered a house of prostitution in Des Moines,
Iowa and to his dismay he recognized among the inmates a
former schoolmate.

He went to the authorities and had the

girl arrested and sent back home.

Unquestionably, the young

man was very shocked at seeing his friend degraded to such an
immoral position.

The editor found this all plausible, but

went on with:

^ M o s t of the black females listed in Table 8 , page 1 1 9
were arraigned for prostitution.
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Strange enough the young man was not shocked
because he himself was in such a place! He did not
have himself arrested and sent home.
And yet, what right or privilege could he claim
that he would deny to the girl as an inmate?
When shall we have done [away] with our exec
rable double standards of morals? When shall we
begin to demand of a young man as much as we demand
of maidens? When shall we come to regard a fallen
man as we regard a fallen woman?
Still does the woman alone wear the scarlet let
ter. And still the author of her ruin and minister
to her abasement is received-with open arms.84
The employment of spotters was also used in the combat
against prostitution.
■
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policeman flashed his badge and arrested the wrongdoer.

Other

times, arrests were made when the prostitute became too bold
and started to solicit unknown males on the street.

Still

other times, a tip from a nameless source or the police’s own
investigation would result in a raid.

In 1905, on one of

these raids, six prostitutes and one pimp were arrested in the
b
tiny hamlet of Sherwood near the Canadian border. 8J
Pimps were especially desoised because they lived off the
earnings of prostitutes.

A madam of a house of prostitution

would get a fine of $500 and a suspended sentence of ninety
days; a pimp who was arrested and convicted in 1906 received
Rii
Minot Daily Optic, 23 January 1905, p. 2.
“^Jane Doe, Susan Doe, Marguerite Doe, Ethyl Doe, Hazel
Doe, Myri.l Doe and John Pimp v. State, 92, County Court of
Increased Jurisdiction, 1905-
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15 years in the state penitentiary for much the same kind of
illegal activities.1''
The large sums of money to be made in prostitution made
protection of.that business profitable.

A black woman claimed

that a local restaurant owner ran a combination opium den,
blind pid and bawdy house in his deserted back room.

The

girls were charged exorbitant fees for the use of the rooms,
which was, in reality, a pay-off to the owner who would look
the other way and, if possible, deter the local law enforceOn
men-t officials.
The abuse of drugs, with cocaine and opium leading the
list, was also found in Ward County.

A drug addiction was

formed by only a very small minority, but its impact effected
the entire county.

Newspapers could not denounce the habit

enough, as is evident from an article which appeared in one
of the dailies:
IT IS APPALLING TO NOTE THE NUMBER OP VICTIMS OP
'DOPE' OR ’SNOW' AS THE BRAIN-DESTROYING COCAINE IS
CALLED. THE 'SNOW' VENDORS, THE VERY LOWEST, MOST
DEGRADED AND MOST REPULSIVE TYPES APPEAR TO LURK IN
THE SHADOWS EVERYWHERE, AWAITING THE OPPORTUNITY TO
PLY THEIR NEFARIOUS TRADE.
When the police can get their hands on them it
goes mighty hard with them, for the officers, sick
from seeing the effects of their work, despise the
'snow' vendors, and their practices, like vipers.
But strange to say it is one of the hardest things
in the world to convict men suspected of the traffic.
The victims who might give convincing evidence appear

^ Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 12 June 1916, p. 1.
On
Minot Daily Optic, 8 September 191^, P- 1-
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to be absolutely in their power, and at no time can
they be depended upon to appear against alleged vio
lators and give testimony.
THIS VILE, TEMPTING, ENSLAVING DRUG HABIT DOES NOT
ALONE TOUCH AND SINK TO HELL’S DEPTHS, THE DERELICT
IN THE GUTTER, BUT IT PULLS DOWN TO THEIR VERY LEVEL
AND LOWER THE MEN OF BRILLIANCY OF MIND AND HIGHEST
ESTATE IN POSITION.
Commenting on a girl who was seen "babbling incoherently and
disconnectedly to everybody she met," the article went on with:
SHE HAS BEEN SEARED. BY THE CURSE OF A MASTER THAT
DRIVES ITS SLAVES TO THE LAST DITCH OF RUINATION, THE
MADHOUSE AND THE SUICIDE'S GRAVE.
AND AT WHAT A TREMENDOUS AWFUL COST. DRUGS ARE
MORE EXACTING THAN ALL THE OTHER VICES OF THE AGE COM
BINED. WHEN ONCE THEY FASTEN THEIR POISONOUS FANGS
INTO THE VICTIM THE DESTRUCTION IS SWIFT AND COMPLETE.
Urging that "very soon, radical and decisive action" would have
to be taken against this "gigantic problem," the account stated
that its rapid growth was making it "one of the most to be

88

feared menaces to mankind."^

Drug law enforcement was thorough.

A dragnet, which in

volved practically the entire police force, culminated in a
two-day sweep which resulted In the arrest of a dozen alleged
"cocaine fiends."

Since, during this period, a person could

not be arrested for being under the effect of cocaine but
only for the possession of the substance, the chief of police
arrested them under the charge of vagrancy in the hopes the
court would force them to leave town.^98
*
88Ibid., 21 March 1911, p. 2.
^ Minot Dally Reporter, 2h November 1913, p. 1. It is
ironic that the chief of police was hoping for the eviction
of the "undesirables" in precisely the same manner Minot so
despised.
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Transporting cocaine into the county or city was a felony
Two females were caught red-handed with a large package of
cocaine which they had received from the Great Northern expres
office.

The quantity of cocaine seized was not stated, but

it was great as the police reasoned that with the arrest of
the two women, one of the major distribution parties for the
city had been closed down.^0

Cocaine did not have to come

into the county by such illegal means, however.

Pharmaceuti

cal stores stocked cocaine for anesthetic purposes.

The drug

gist could not dispense the drug without a license; but in
at least one case the manager of the drug store decided to
sell the drug without following this formality.
91 t j
in his immediate ..arrest.

This resulted

Opium, a much more potent drug than cocaine, also had
its users in the county.

Morphine, a derivative from opium,

was widely used by the physicians of this period as an effec
tive pain-killer.

Morphine was usually injected, but could

be taken orally.

Opium was smoked, sometimes by clusters of

users in the infamous "opium dens" of Minot.

One raid on an

opium den in 191^-1 uncovered twelve "hop outfits," or opium
using kits.^2

a

pipe, tray, needles and opium was the makeup

of most of these outfits.*
1
9
9°Minot Daily Optic, 8 April 191^, P- 1•
91

Minot Daily Reporter, 31 October 1913, p- 1-

9?Minot Daily Optic, 3 September 191^, P- 1-
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An opium den was sometimes in combination with a blind
Pig.

Beer or whiskey was often consumed by the drug addicts,

ot only because they were cheaper, but also more readily attfinable.

The presence of alcoholic beverages often led to

t e establishment being closed down as a common nuisance if no
evidence was available for its being an opium den.

Prosti-

tu ,es at times partook in the drug habit, or at least had acce. s to the drug for their customers.

A house which was closed

by oolice in 1913 offered all three vices:

prostitution, al~

cob >1 and drugs.^3
Crimes of violence shared little common ground wit:, drug
use

Oddly enough, violence was not as vehementiy editor!-

ali ;ed against as drug use., even though it was much more wide■3% ^ fV-..
.
spr*ad and posed a greater threat to the well-ocing of the
couity.

Crimes of violence were often bizarre and humorous as

was the case of a woman who felt that she should be allowed
to remain in a hotel room even though she was creating a distui Dance.

She shot with a slingshot the hotel proprietor who

ca: e to throw her out-

The situation turned ugly, however,

wb in she was knocked down and hit several times, loosening her
Q 1}
teeth and generally bruising her face / ‘
Another example of a bizarre case of assault and battery
i as when two Kenmare farmers used pitchforks to attack another9
3
93Perrill v. State, 108l, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, "preliminary hearing," p. 2, 1913^Fortner v. State, 1531, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, "Information," 1917-
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farmer.

The other farmer came upon the two cutting hay on

what he claimed to be his land; the two Kenmare farmers
wielded their pitchforks in their defense and inflicted some
deep cuts in the head and face of the complainant.

Both at

tackers were arrested after the bloody and bruised landowner
signed a complaint.95
A general characteristic of assaults and batteries was
the apparent lack of a reason for such violence.

An employee

on a harvest crew, who supposedly was giving satisfactory ser
vice prior to this incident, was attacked by his employer who
battered him with his fists and a hatchet.

The reason for

the attack was the failure of the employee to be ready for
96
work at six a .m .'

Too much force was also used in the case

of three boys who trespassed into a plum tree grove and who
were helping themselves to the fruit.

The irate landowner ap

peared- on the scene and managed to run down and capture one of
the hapless wrongdoers.

Rather than turn him over to the

prooer authorities, the landowner proceeded to mete out his own
brand of punishment, which was a general physical beating.
The boys, in turn, pressed charges, and the landowner had to
97
answer for the charge of assault and battery.'1

^ Minot Daily Optic, 11 July 1914, p. 1.
^Stevick v. State, 1124, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, "information," 1916.
^Olson v. State, 1671, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, transcript, passim, 1917-
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A prominent attorney and state's attorney of Ward County
was struck in the nose over an argument about the fee for a
bus ride.

What started out as a mild exchange of opinions

quickly heated when the attorney's opponent recognized the at
torney, and thought tne attorney was using his position as a
basis for being right. Supposedly, the attorney told the at
tacker that if he did not have the dual duty of private citi
zen and state's attorney he would go behind closed doors with
him and fight it out and the matter would then be settled out
of court.
A popular practice in the county was the carrying of concealed weapons.

Revolvers were much in vogue, as they were

more formidable at a longer range and took less skill to effectively employ than knives.
jr.

•
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When the state passed legisla"

.

■

tion against concealed weapons, one Minot paper commented:
Carrying firearms will be a less popular practice
in North Dakota in the future. Under a measure passed
by the last legislature, any person carrying a. con
cealed weapon can be sent to the state penitentiary
for two years. This, coupled with one of the sections
of game laws which prohibit foreign born residents
not naturalized and not having applied for citizenship
from even possessing shotguns or rifles, will have a
tendency to supporess shootings in the state.
The lav; is aimed at transient toughs who come to the state each

year.^9
After an attempt on President Theodore Roosevelt's life
in 1912, the mood among many was for stricter gun control.

An

9®Miller v. State, 795, County Court of Increased Juris
diction, transcript, p. 3, 1911^ Minot Daily Optic-Reporter, 2;4 April 1915, p- 1-
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article in the Minot Daily Reporter said that gun toting was
one of the nation's peculiarities which began with adults en
couraging children to play with toy guns.

Being indoctrinated

by adults to "rival the heroes of frontier stories," children
were spurred into the thinking that gun play was admirable.
Such a way of looking at the use of firearms should be "sharply
checked."

Since many gunowners of the day believed the consti

tution guaranteed the unrestricted ownership of firearms, the
Reporter rebutted with "this bit on constitutional interpreta
tion has about as little relevancy as some fine-spun theory on
a wholly unrelated topic might have."

The Reporter continued

to argue with "We are concerned not with a defense of the peopies' liberty against tyrants and oppression but primarily with
a dangerous practice among the people themselves."100

In

another article, the Reporter showed obvious favoritism to a
proposal which stated;
The government should be the only manufacture of
small arms, and soldiers and policemen the only per
sons authorized to carry them, except rifles and shot
guns, which cannot be concealed and are ample for the
protection of our homes, as contemplated by the Con
stitution. 1^1
The article scolded those people who advocated a do-nothing ap
proach to the problem, noting that the handgun was, at best a
"plaything that is noted principally because it makes murder
easy . . . [and must] certainly be regarded as a public menace
that calls for the most severe restrictions."

102

1OOMinot Daily Reporter, 19 October 1912, p. 2 .
101Ibid. , 26 October.
102 Ibid.
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Pears of senseless shootings were not without grounds in
Ward County.
gree

During this period of study, 22 cases of first de

irder (two of which had more than one victim), one case

of second degree murder and two cases of manslaughter were hand
ad by the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction and the Dis
trict Court. -^3

Almost all of these murders had been done with

a firearm; a. knife was used once and one victim, a newborn
baby, was exposed to winter weather and died.-1-^

This total

did not .include unsolved murders, shootings and killings by
the police or sheriff's department in the line of duty, and jus
tifiable homicides.

The number of individuals who met a vio

lent death by the hands of another was at least three times
higher than the 25 cases recorded.
This list also did not include the number of shootings
or knifings in which the victim was wounded and recovered.

A

perusal through the court records at the various levels reveals
many "Assault with the Intent to Kill" and many "Assault with
Intent to do Bodily Harm."
103

for statistics on murders and manslaughters at the
various court levels, consult Tables 1, 2 and 3, pages 1.06-114
in the Appendix.
10^John Doe v. State, 940, County Court of Increased Jur
isdiction, 1914.
105
'This estimation was arrived at by information found in
newspaper articles which reported a body had been found, there
was evidence of foul play, but there were no suspects. More of
ten than not, the identity of the deceased was not even known.
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A method used for an attempt on the life of the sheriff
of Ward County in 1906 reflected the violence of the times.
The she:iff was spending the night with one of his deputies
in a small town at the outer fringe of their jurisdiction when
they were awakened by a peculiar noise at one side of the house.
Upon their investigating the noise, they came upon two men bor
ing a hole into the house about a foot above the foundation.
When the sheriff and his deputy appeared, the noisemakers fled
on foot.

The deputy gave chase and, on the refusal of one of

the fleeing men to stop, the deputy shot and seriously wounded
him.

In the meantime, the sheriff had apprehended the other

man.

After arriving back at the site, it was discovered that

the men had a can of gasoline in their possession, which they
were apparently going to pour through the bored hole after
which they would light the fluid in hopes of trapping the sher106
iff and his deputy in the flames.
Nor were Minot city policemen exempt from dangerous char
acters.

A night policeman was killed and a special officer

was mortally wounded by automobile tire thieves.

Tires were

scarce during World War I when this affair happened, and un
doubtedly the thieves were finding it lucrative to steal auto
mobile tires and sell them to people who v uld pay top prices
for a stolen product.

The two officc 3 had traced the thieves

to their hiding place northeast of Minot and were just getting
out of their automobile when the robbers arose from ambush and1

1-':^Ward County Reporter , 6 February 1906, p. 1.
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opened fire.

A citizen with the officers was not wounded be

cause he immediately dropped to the ground.

After the robbers

fled, the citizen wasted no time in getting bach to Minot and
raising a posse.

The thieves were quickly captured and ar-

1 07
res te d. '

A "notorious character” named McCrill shot and killed
the jailer and then escaped.

The killer's brother had visited

him the previous day and had slipped him the murder weapon.
The deliverer of the gun was promptly arrested after the kill
ing and charged with first degree murder.

A posse went out in

immediate pursuit of the killer, and since "It is regarded as
certain that McCrill will shoot once again before he is cap
tured [the well-armed posse members] are ordered to beat
McCrill to the draw."'^®
Taking no chances with "notorious characters," police
in another incident shot and killed a fleeing hold-up artist.
Resisting the order to halt three times, one patrolman fired
a shot which struck the man in the heart.

The hold-up ar

tist's dying words were "They got me this time."*
10^
A threat on a public official's life took place when a
inan claiming to be a resident from Minot walked into a St.
Paul Police Station and declared for all to hear that he was

on his way to Washington D.C. to kill President Theodore Roose
velt.

The Minot Daily Optic offered the following account:

^•^Minot Daily News, 27 April 1913, p. 1.
10®Ibid., 16 January 1920.
'L^'/Ihid.,

January 1919-
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The man carried a Winchester rifle and a cart
ridge belt, which was strapped around his waist, in
which was a large knife, a hatchet and a revolver
in a holster.
The night sergeant had the man put in a cell un
til he could give some account of himself as he re
fused to give his name.
While being taken to the cell, someone in the sta
tion began to jolly him about his ability to shoot any
furbearing animals [the man claimed to be a trapper],
when the man pulled another revolver from his hip
pocket and flashed it in the face of the officer who
attempted to jolly him, declaring that he would prove
that he could shoot.
The revolver *was taken from the man and this morn
ing a policeman told the alleged crazy trapper that he
knew where there [were] some muskrats and asked the
trapper to accompany him. The trapper did so and the
officer led him to the county jail, where he is now
confined. H O
The only information the trapper offered was his address, either
/
"
•
'
•
"Morrin or Minot." The Daily Optic preferred Minot as the
..

. . .

...

......

- -

story was headlined "Man Prom Minot Threatens Life of Roosevelt."
Transients of the city were the most likely to be recipi
ent of a bullet or knife blade.

Four hoboes were walking down

to the railroad tracks to build a small cooking fire for their
breakfast one morning when they were confronted by a police
man.

The hoboes claimed the policeman ordered them in an abu

sive manner to get out of the area and then he immediately
pulled out his revolver and opened fire, wounding one of the
men.

The patrolman maintained that he never even fired a

shot, but the chief of police, who was close enough to. the
110

Minot Daily Optic, 21 November 1907, p.

_L .
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scene to hear the gunshots, testified to the man's guilt in

the shooting.

111

Hoboes were instigators of one murder at Bewick in 1905Two hoboes had been drinking and, after getting into an argu

ment, came to blows with each other.

One hobo was knocked

down and the other went through his pockets for money.

Con

tent with some of the money the man carried, the one hobo
walked away.

Returning to the scene a short time later, this

man found a stranger also looting the pockets of his victim.
A confrontation soon became a heated discussion, in which the
hobo who had originally robbed the prostrate man pulled out
a revolver and fired point-blank, killing the stranger instantly.TIP
X-L^
f:t

...

'<»

,

;

;

w m

, ■
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Firearms were not always used, for a gambler met .'
his
a
death by stabbing on the Main Street of Minot one spring night
in 1919.

After being attacked, the gambler staggered into a

drug store and cried, "I am stabbed!" and fell to the floor.
The gambler had been a resident of Minot for six years, indicating that known gamblers were tolerated, and was killed due
to an " . . .

altercation over [a] gambling game ." -LX-'

Another murder was the aftermath of disputes arising
from gambling.

111

After a quarrel over a crap game, both sides

Minot Daily Reporter > 29 May 1913, p. 1.

112Ward County Reporter , 8 October 1905, PMinot Daily N e w s , 6 May 1919, P- 3•
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in the argument stalked off and started gunning for the other
side.

The matter came to a head when one individual entered

the restaurant where two members of the other faction were
seated.

Pulling a revolver, the man opened fire, killing one

man and wounding another.

While exiting the restaurant, the

gunman managed to strike another victim over the head with
his revolver before being apprehended.11^
Domestic quarrels could also be the reason behind a shoot
ing.

A husband announced his intentions to visit a friend.

His wife objected.

A quarrel resulted, after which the hus

band stormed out of the house in search of his rifle in the
barn.

The wife, fearing for her life, fan outside the house

and hid in a water barrel. After searching for the woman,
,A •£ r
• .•
the husband came across the barrel and fired one shot, which
resulted in instant death.

The woman left six children, a

fact which undeniably figured in an attempt by the enraged
neighbors to lynch the father.

A deputy sheriff and the

county's judge prevented the act before it could be carried
out.11^
In 1917, a man's v/ife was his murderer in a rather cele
brated case in Minot.

The reason for the shooting supposedly

stemmed from the man assuring his wife he would "leave [her]
soon" and her reply of "she would see to that if he didn’t."
1'li>Minot Daily Optic, 30 October 191^, P- 1 'Ll‘1Minot Dally Reporter, 9 October 1917, P- 1-
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In a report by the Minot Dally N e w s , it was flamboyantly stat
ed :

Resorting to the weapon used in the palmy days of
the west when it was a common occurrence to have the
'bright lights' shattered to bits by bullets fired
by men whose sole joy in life constituted the soft
music heard from the ring of ammunition from steel
revolvers, Alice Sullivan, 30 years old, said by
Minot police to be a notorious character of this
city, shot and killed her husband, J.H. Sullivan,
38 years old, reputed to be wealthy and owner of a
valuable estate in Plentywood [Montana], in the
Caroline Talley residence, located on the opposite
side of the stre t from the ruins of the old Flor
ence Chester Dive . . .118
A conviction of first degree murder usually resulted in
the death penalty or life imprisonment.

One convicted murder

er became fast friends with the presiding judge during his
trial, a friendship which lasted up to the gallows.

While on

death row, the young killer sent an invitation to the judge
which said:
Honored Sir and Friend:
You are sincerely invited to be present at the
North Dakota State Penitentiary October the 23rd at
one o'clock a.m. tc witness my departure to 'that
bourn from where no traveler returns.’
Respectfully,
D. M. Noah
State Penitentiary, North Dakota
October 17, 1 9 0 8 H :?
The judge who was invited to the hanging was no stranger
to executions since he had been to seven of them prior to this
116

Minot Daily Mews, 9 October 1917, p. 1.
Minot Weekly Optic, 23 October 1908, p. 2.
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one.

One newspaper reported that "at the Ross hanging, the

judge was the whole 'cheese' and managed the affair with per*|"IQ
feet success."
Not admiring the county's grisly record of bloodshed,
the newspaper vehemently u^ged the curbing of violence.

Be

lieving that the death sentence was the only successful deter
rent against murder, the Minot Daily News stated:
There is only one thing wrong with the sentence im
posed upon the murderer. He should have paid the
penalty for his crime with his life. The abolishment
of the death penalty prevents justice from being im
posed .
Indirectly commenting on the inhumanity of the life sentence,
the Daily News lamented with:
Stripes and guards; cell and system, isolation and
introspection. These are the things that stretch out
through the long and dark years. There is nothing
in life for which to hope for; nothing which offers
even a ray of sunshine.119
Hope was evident in one newspaper article that science
would one day solve the problem of violence:
No doubt some day the surgeon will be in a position
to scientifically treat a boy's brain in such a manner
as to reduce if not entirely remove the evil tenden
cies. As conditions exist no person is absolutely
secure at any time from the murderous inclinations of
some degenerant product of an illy regulated society.^20
Attempts were made at controlling morality, other than
passing laws against prostitution, gambling and consuming
H o ward County Independent, 11 May 1908, p. 1.
11^Minot Daily News, 9 May 1918, p. 4.
'2°Ward County Independent , 23 July 1908, p. 2.

8,5
liquor.

The sale of cigarettes and snuff was banned, base

ball and softball couldn't be played on Sunday, and minors
were not allowed tc play pool.

Even dancing was regulated,

as a young man found out when he received a straight jail sen
tence of ten days, without the option of a fine, for a dis
turbance created by dancing a forbidden dance.

He and a young

woman were dancing the "Bunny Hug" and the "Grizzly Bear,"
both illegal dances, when a special policeman attempted to
escort them out o f the dance hall.

Other young couples came

to their defense, with the result that the arrested couple
got lost in the crowd.

Swearing out a warrant for the arrest

of the couple under the charge o f disorderly conduct, the
policemen picked up the man but could not find the woman

A

reminder at the end o f the article told that a number o f com
plaints had been received about this particular dance hall,
and the special policeman was there to see that the city or
dinances pertaining to dancing were observed.

The article

concluded with "Attempts to dance the Bunny Hug, the Grizzly
Bear or similar dances will meet with the opposition of the
officers

..1?I

The enactment of laws to regulate human behavior is, at
times, a study of futility.

Ward County during this period

of study had many laws concerning the problems that confronted
the county.

But the ability and the determination to enforce

these laws decides their success; and the enforcement of them
cannot take place unless the people are receptive.
121Minot Daily Reporter, 1M November 1912, p. 2.

CHAPTER IV
The effectiveness of the Minot Police Department in con
trolling the elements of crime and violence left much to be
desired at times.

Not only was the Police Department short-

handed due to the low-budget appropriated for salaries,^ but
the police force was further hampered by lack of equipment in
the early years of the study.

An editorial in 1905 clamoring

for be4 cer protection stated that it was "absolutely impos
sible" for three men to properly police the business part at
night, let alone the residential districts.

The editorial con

tinued to chide the city officials as the paper doubted if
there was a "city of the size of Minot in the country where the
officers are not furnished with suitable equipment" which was
needed in the line of duty.

Among the items which should be

issued to each officer would be "a billy, revolver, handcuffs,
and above all a flashlight which is as necessary as it is inexpensive."

2

This lack of manpower forced the County Judge of Ward
County to don a badge and sport a revolver one day in 1905.
The judge, along with a regular police officer, ma.de a "round
up" in the jungles of Minot.

As the paper phrased it, "They

iT’he city of Minot was deeply in debt throughout most of
this period of study due to the heavy bonding necessary for
public improvements, such as sewer, street lighting, and street;
construction.
“Ward County Reporter, 8 October 1905, P- 2.
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succeeded in landing into the city 'bat cave’ seven toughs"
who allegedly were responsible for most of the holdups and
shootings which had occurred in the previous days.-^
The Minot Police Department (during this time period)
had several accusations brought against it.

Too much zeal and

force used in making arrests, horrible conditions at the city
jail, and previously-mentioned acceptance of bribes were some
of the charges leveled against the department.
A brutal case of assault by the police was witnessed
by a sizable group of spectators on the Main Street of Minot.
An off-duty railroad fireman was standing in front of the
Dakota Hotel when a policeman came up to him and started ques
tioning him as to the nature of his job.

"Growing impatient

at what he considered the impertinence of the policeman," the
workman told the officer that "it was none of his business."
An argument ensued, at which time two other police came rush
ing to the scene, grabbing the worker by each of his arms.
While marching the man to the police station, the policeman
who originally confronted him "began pounding [him] in the
face while his hands were being held, and by the time the men
arrived at the station [his] face looked more like jelly than
that of a human being."

Supposedly, after being placed in a

jail cell, the worker was given another beating, only this
time

the chief of police helped.
3 bid., 7 October, p. 1.

The chief of police and two

38
officers were eventually arrested and charged with assault,
their bail-bond being set at $300.^
The assaulted worker subsequently appeared in court where
there were no members from the police force to press charges
of resisting arrest against the battered and bruised worker.
The police failed to appear and this was taken as an admission
on their part that the beating and arrest were totally unneces
sary .
Charges against the police were pressed due largely to
the railroad employees uniting behind the victim who earned
"his bread and butter by the sweat of his brow."

The Brother

hood of Locomotive Firemen and Engineers, Mouse River Lodge,
promptly passed a resolution demanding the chief of police's
and the other offending officers' removal and the appointment
of new policemen who would "recognize the rights of a peace
ful citizen to walk the streets of Minot without fear of being
assaulted."0

To the dismay of this union, however, the chief

of police was not removed and would continue in the same
capacity despite a petition bearing the signatures of 140 of
the city's citizens which was received by the city commission
7
calling for his dismissal.'
The Iconoclast, which had a perpetual feud with the Minot
Police Department and the city officials in general, published*
5
Slinot Daily Optic, 6, 8 July 1908, p. 1.
5Ibid., 8 July.
eibid. , 13 July.
?Ward County Independent, 16 July 1908, p. 1.

several different articles which pointed out the evil?: of the
law enforcement department of the city.

The editor of the

Iconoclast supposedly was in the city jail at noontime, at
which time he witnessed the jail's ration.

According to the

annual chief of police's report, the prisoners were fed "bread
and coffee."

The editor of this socialist paper claimed that

all the prisoners were fed was dry bread (about a foi rth of
a loaf) and a can of water.
twice a day.

The prisoners received

his fare

Due to the menu, and the general maltreatment

the prisoners received, the Iconoclast charged the chief of
police to be criminally incompetent to serve as a police offi
cer of any type.

The article ended with a demand that the

city's mayor, along with the city commission, inv stigate the
conditions of the cit’
y jail as well as the treat? at the pris* ^ 8
oners received.
According to the headlines of an article :n the Iconoclast at a later date, the "Police Have Disgraced [the] City
.•# i ,
•
•
of Minot [to such an extbnt] That Its Name Is a By-Word Ex
pressive of Police Thugery Throughout [the] Nation."

The

Iconoclast first stated "that this paper will never support or
defend unlawful acts and violence, even by the labor class."
The paper continued "We fully realize that the policemen of
this city, and especially the [chief of

lice] look upon a

laborer with the same love and esteem tv .t do all mortals upon
8

Iconoclast (Minot), 7 February 1913, p. 2.
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a slimy, repulsive reptile."

Both of these assumptions served

as a foundation for a withering verbal attack on the Minot
Police Department, for accompanying the article was a picture
of a battered, young worker who claimed he received the injur
ies from a policeman’s billy club after refusing to cooperate
with the police’s questioning.

Not only was this beating un

warranted, the Iconoclast editorialized, but it took place
outside the jail before the young man had been formally arrest
ed.

Using this particular case as an illustrative example,

the Iconoclast urged "that the countless number of beatings and
brutal maimings that have fallen to laborers and strangers
this fall should not be overlooked and treated passively by
anybody."^
The most sensational and spectacular law enforcement
raid in the history of North Dakota took place in Minot in
1917-

Minot's reputation for harboring vice was known outside

the county, and it was the general consensus that the local
authorities were unable to cope with the problem.

The raid

was made under the direct supervision of North Dakota Attorney
General William Langer and his assistant, D. V. Brennan, with
further assistance coming from the state's attorney's office
of Ward County.

A posse of forty citizens sworn in as deputy

sheriffs, along with the regular sheriff's department, actually
Implemented the raid.*
10

Despite the large number of people

^Ibid., 12 November 1915*
10The fact that the city police department was not included
in the planning and implementation is evidence that many people,
besides’the local residents, had no confidence in the local
police.
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taking part in the crackdown, the raid was launched in abso
lute secrecy.
Langer and Brennan had been in the city for some days
quietly working with plain clothes men in gathering evidence.
Warrants for the arrest of the lawbreakers were Issued.

The

sheriff's posse, which was divided into squads of about ten
each, was under the orders of a special man, who was armed
with the writs.

Most of the members of the posse had previ

ously volunteered, but there were some vacancies in the ranks
which caused the conscription of a number of unsuspecting
citizens who were out on. the streets prior to the raid.
*frf‘
V,:y.
^
A precisely 10:45 p.m., May 7, the special deputies
swooped down with perfect military coordination on known blind
v--...
.a;..
. :"
,
;
..•.1 '
, -.v.
... .••''•
pigs, gambling dens, bawdy houses and deposits of illicit
liquor.

In an hour and a half, 44 people had been arrested

and a great number of buildings where alleged illegal opera
tions had taken place were closed.*
12
So great was the number of prisoners that the authorities
commandeered a. suite of rooms in the Windsor Hotel in order
to house the overflow as the county jail had been filled to
capacity.

Ten drayloads of liquor were confiscated during the

night of the raid and "additional booze shipments which were
^ Minot Daily News, 9 May 1917, P- 112“Despite the great number of people arrested and the
excitement surrounding the raid, the Minot press gave little
publicity to this event. One of the daily newspapers did
not mention the raid until .May 10.
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consigned to parties within the city" were seized from a Soo
Line train.-'-3
Those arrested in the raid were dealt with by the local
authorities, with the result being iew convictions.

The big

uproar which followed was due to the controversy surrounding
the seizure of the Northern States Power Company telephone of
fice for 53 minutes.

Knowing that as soon as one blind pig,

gambling den or bawdy house was raided the other establishments
of their like would be "tipped off" by telephone, the planners
of the raid felt it was imperative that the telephone exchange
be neutralized in order to keep the word from spreading.

Just

before the raid was to start, a group of deputies headed by
two brothers who were Minot businessmen entered the telephone
office.

At gunpoint they forced the operators from the switch

board, with the result being that for nearly an hour all
14
telephone calls were unanswered.
The very next day, warrants for the arrest of Attorney
General Langer and the two brothers who oversaw the seizure
were issued by the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction
Judge on the charge of "obstructing and delaying telephone
service." J

^ Pargo Forum, 8 M.ay 1917, p. 1.
^Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, Part 2, Section A,
P3 10 May 1917, P- 1.
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One repercussion of the telephone exchange seizure oc
curred about four months after the raid and had political
overtones.

North Dakota Governor Lynn J. Frazier suspended

the president of the Minot City Commission, W. S. Shaw, pend
ing the investigation into the charges that Shaw had allowed
blind pigging, prostitution and gambling to flourish in the
city unrestricted.

At a hearing which was to determine whether

or not the governor even had the authority for a suspension of
this nature, Shaw turned in his resignation.

Shaw argued that

the Nonpartisan League was behind a move to blacken his repu
tation and he resigned in order to avoid a fight. Shaw and
*k- , •;kv ci
• ”'
v;
. .
his supporters accused the NPL of attempting to "get even"
with Shaw for his efforts in suppressing the Industrial Workers
•f:"' .■
• £••,-k>•
.
of the World during the Free-Speech Fight in 1913, when he was
f.k ■
* .,»■ ■ ■
y■%
the police commissioner. Supposedly, many NPL leaders were
in sympathy with the Wobhlies and their cause.

Shaw and his

backers also charged that the NPL was using the Minot raid to
create favorable publicity for Langer and other Leaguers, pub
licity which would do much to bolster the image of the League
as a corruption-fighting political faction whose main concern
was the protection of the average citizen.

Langer denied the

charge and maintained that he joined in the raid due to the in
vitation of the state's attorney.

The result of the'j fray was

that after Shaw had submitted his resignation, he announced
his candidacy for re-electl"i.

Despite opposition, he would

successfully return to office.1^
-^Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, Part 2, Section A,
P- 9-

9^4

Included in the aftermath of the raid was the continu
al serving of warrants of arrest to individuals who had not
been at their assumed residence during the night of the raid.
Most of the arrested posted bail as fast as the backlog of
the court would allow.

Following the raid were "wild stories"

of hundreds of people being arrested in Minot during this one
sweep.

The Minot Dally News was quick to point out, however,

that the "confusion came in the number of persons who were
held as witne..-^ •; being counted along with those who were ar
rested for crimes of various kinds.
Another victory for the state's attorney was the agree
ing by two separate lodges in Minot to temporarily lock their
doors due to charges that the two lodges, the Elks and the
Knights of Pythias, were nothing more than blind pigs and in
-i.
•
direct
violation
of the law. lB
Causing a great deal of confusion and commotion at the
time for the lawbreakers in Minot and Ward County, little
else was accomplished by the Great Raid of 1917-

Within a

matter of months, Minot resumed her old habits, and little
had changed in the city.1

1^Ibid., 10 May 1917, p. 1.
18

Ibid., 2 5 May.

CHAPTER V
Minot and Ward County during the period, 1905-1920, ex
perienced growth and progress on a scale seldom witnessed.

The population of the city doubled in sixteen years while
the population of the county tripled during the same period
of time.

The two railroads that bisected the county, the

Minneapolis, St. Paul and Manitoba and the Soo Line, located
huge maintenance shops, freight warehouses and supply houses
in the county.

Residential housing sprang up so quickly that

Minot proudly adopted the title, the "Magic City," a nickname
it still bears today.

The county was on the fringe of one

of the last major areas of unclaimed and unsettled land left
in the continental United States and this situation created
a rapid influx of homesteaders.
Minot and Ward County harbored vice and violence from
the very beginning of their existence.

Ward County, particu

larly the Mouse River valley, was a favorite staging area
for the region's horse thieves.

Minot received a baptism of

vice and violence during its very first year of existence
when the fledging city was the staging point and supply base
for the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Manitoba's track laying
crews.

The 8,000 railroad employees who
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toiled laying track

on the Montana plains spoke fondly of Minot as the "center
of civilization."

Travelers from the East felt they had come

to the end of the world when they approached Minot, a feeling
which was reinforced by a railroad conductor who used to shout
down the passenger aisles:
God!"

"Minot!

Prepare to meet your

A. Catholic bishop's recollection of Minot during these

formative years was anything but flattering.

The bulk of

Minot's population, the bishop stated, was made up of "gamb
lers, saloon keepers, escaped jailbirds, men gone bankrupt in
other places, men run away from their wives and wives run
away from their husbands." P
With the growth of farming in the region came the need
for large numbers of migrant laborers.

These men were employ-

ed for several weeks out of the year, after which there was
no need for them in the county.

Many of the laid-off laborers

lingered in the county, seeking some other form of work, or in
some cases, they simply remained idle and lived off what they
had saved or what they could steal.
Having two major railroads pass through the county also
resulted in a large population of hoboes customarily stopping
in the hobo jungles for short periods of time.

These men

further contributed to law-enforcement problems, at least in
the eyes of the county's populace.

The presence of large

■^Minot Daily News, 19 August 1961, Part 2, Section A,
p. 9.
"Ibid., Part 1, Section D, p. 3-

numbers of railroad workers, migrant farm laborers and other
transients made Minot and bu; d County unique In North Dakota.
It soon acquired the derogatory title of ’Sin City,' a t i d e
well-deserved.

The offenses tried at the three courts in the county
ranged from traffic violations to first degree murders.

Drunk

enness, blind pigs, vagrancy and larceny were the four largest
categories of crimes and were over 50% of all cases.

That

there was much violence in the county is evident from the
large number of disorderly conducts, assaulc and batteries,
threats with a deadly weapon and murders.

A total of twenty-

four murders and manslaughters were brought to trial during
the sixteen years.

There were also many other murders in which

there were no suspects, hence no arrests.
Atypical years even for Ward County was 1917 and part
of 1918.

In the North Dakota Attorney General’s report, Ward

County was listed for having had 8 murders, 29 assault and
batteries, 5 assaults with dangerous weapons, and 8 rapes.
In this same twenty-month period, there were also 41 cases of
blind pigs, 43 cases of "Keeping liquor for sale or importing
the same," 10 cases of gambling or keeping gambling apparatus,
6 cases of arson, 15 cases of burglary, 4 cases of embezzlew u t , and 17 cases of grand larceny.^

These totals are what

appeared at the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction and
^Public Documents, 1917-1918, North Dakota, vol. 2, no.
20-30, "Biennial Report of the Attorney General of North Dakota
To the Governor For 1917-1918" (Bismarck:
Bismarck Tribune
Company, State Printers and Binders), p. 2228.

District Court level; undoubtedly, many other cases in these
categories were settled at the Police Magistrate's Court.
In the areas of violent crimes and prohibition viola
tions, Ward County was the undisputed leader in North Dakota,
even though it was not the most populous county in the

li

stat e.

The Industrial Workers of the ’
W orld staged a full-blown
"free-speech" fight in Minot in 191i which added to the tar
nished reputation of the city.

Wcbblies were swept up and

jailed by the dozens; pieces of rubber hose and billy clubs
were used freely by the police while carrying out their task
of putting down the rioters.

Such tactics were found to be

“■ . '§% -

■ •.
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ineffective, however, for the W o b L ’ies, used to such harrass.

% r' /;>*

*’

ment and oppression, simply flocked to the city in everincreasing quantities in an attempt to overwhelm the local
authorities with sheer numbers.

Ultimately the Wobblies and

Minot officials negotiated and compromised the issues.
Police effectiveness ranged the scale from commendable
to condemnable.

Brutality to prisoners, poor jail conditions

and general indifference to enforcing the law were some of
the charges brought against the police department by various
individuals and groups within the city, but to prove that
corruption existed in the Minot city police force was a most
difficult task for the average civic-minded citizen.

^"Biennial Report of the Attorney General of North Dakota
To the Governor for 1917-1913," p p . 2222-2228.

A crackdown on the lawlessness in Minot occurred in
1917 with a raid that originated in the state Attorney Gen
eral's office.

Forty special deputies spread throughout the

city and at precisely the same minute crashed into the pre
selected "dens of '
body in sight.

ity" and arrested practically every

A legal fight followed which involved the

seizure of the telephone exchange during the night of the raid,
an event which kept the news of the raid from spreading before
the authorities effectively closed the net on all of the sus
pected lawbreakers.

The effects of the "Great Raid" were

short lived as the underworld recovered and was back in opera
tion in a matter of months.

Blind pigs, gambling and prostitution was big business
in the county for the simple reason that there was big money
in it.

A bottle of beer cost approximately 10 percent of a

farm laborer's dally wage, the basic services of a prostitute
had a price tag. of around 1/2 of this same daily wage, and
the price of sitting down at a gambling table can well be
imagined,
Economics promoted crime for the simple reason that
crime paid.

Even when arrested and convicted, the fine for

running a blind pig or a house of prostitution was a fraction
of a month's income received from the illegal services.

The

temptation to make much money quickly was overwhelming for
some individuals.

The records of the three courts indicate

that much of the crime in the county was committed by repeat
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offenders. -J

Apparently, V/ard County allowed known blind pig-

gers, prostitutes and gambitrs to remain in the county un
molested until the individual became too bold with their law
breaking.

That there was much crime in the county was not an

unKnown fact, rather, the county's "decent" citizens and the
newspapers were, at times, appalled with the situation.
The amount of illegal activities which were taking place
promotes the thinking that most of the county was profiting
from it.

Certainly the knowledge that liquor was easy to ob

tain in Minot helped make the city an attraction for its
if..

thirsty neighbors.

During this era of strict morality legis

lation, the fact that anything from snuff to prostitutes could
be found in the county undoubtedly attracted outsiders who
would come to the county for an illegal fling.
With so much transient labor in the area, it was a natur
al course of events that their needs would be catered to.
Their perpetual thirst was met with the dozens of blind pigs,
their longing for women was met with the numerous houses of
prostitution, and their lust for excitement was met on the
gaming tables.

These vices needed clientele and Ward County

was willing and able to supply more than enough.
Tradition also played a part in allowing crime to flou
rish in the county.

The region's first horse thieves were based

in what would become Ward County.

Their presence furnished

Particularly at the County Court of Increased Juris
diction, it seemed as if some people had a monopoly on crime.
The^r names appeared so frequently that they could be labeled
"regulars."

1.01

material for legends and myths which survive to this day.

Un

questionably, there was a certain amount of romance attached
with illegal activities.

"To beat the system" made the law

breaker a hero in the eyes of his neighbors at times, especially during economic depressions. fi To surmount the laws which
were seen as restrictions and curtailments was not condemnabln,
but admirable.

Engrained in practically every human being is

the trait of independence, which chafes under authority.
With so much lawbreaking in a county, the perspective
of what was legal and what was illegal became murky.

Certainly

Minot's police force had major difficulties in deciding how
to enforce the law.

When crime became so prevalent, it became

something to be tolerated, as it was evident that little could
■

be done with the resources at hand and the attitude of the
county.

To think that it coulu be stamped out in one gigantic

law-enforcement crackdown probably never occurred to the
police and sheriff’s department.

They realized, more than

anyone else, that the crime problem had roots which reached
into nearly every residence in the county.

An. all-out effort

to rid the county of crime would simply close down the exist
ing operations, but if the demand was still there, new opera
tions would spring up to replace the old.
of 1917 illustrated this.

The "Great Raid"

Various law-enforcement agencies

^Since Ward County's main industry was farming, the
county's economy rose and fell with the grain and livestock
market. Prior to World War I, farm prices were generally de
pressed .
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claimed a major victory with this raid; yet, at the end of
this period of study (1920) there was no detectable slacken
ing in the pace of crime.
In conclusion, what made Ward County conducive to crime
was a combination of circumstances:

its being on the fringe

of the "last frontier," Minot's being the assemblage point
for the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Manitoba, its bisection
by two major railroads, and its heritage as a lawless area.
Couple these factors with the profit motive, and it became
obvious how crime perpetuated itself during this period of
study.

Minot and Ward County tolerated crime because it was

interlaced with their very existence.

To bear the title

"crime capital of North Dakota" is a dubious honor, yet Ward
County was, in every way, worthy of this distinction.

*
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TABLE 1
VARIETY OF OFFENSES TRIED--POLICE MAGISTRATE
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA

July 29, 1908 through August 9, 1913 and
October 29, 1916 through January 1, 1921
Cases as Registered
in Police Docket

Number of
Cases

Drunkenness
Vagrancy
Disorderly Conduct
Sleeper
Gambling Violation
Speed Limit Infraction
Larceny, Petit
Resorting to a Disorderly House
Larceny, Grand
Assault and Battery
Bootlegging
Running a Blind Pig
Running a Disorderly House
Burglary
Robbery
Concealed Weapon
»
Reckless Driving
Prostitution
Unlawful Cohabitation
Blocking Streets and Sidewalks
Assault with a Dangerous Weapon
Insanity
Running Automobile without Lights
Deserting Child or Family; Nonsupport
Threatening to Commit a Crime
Held as a Witness
Begging on the Streets
Forgery
Beating Board Bill
Malicious Mischief
Trying to Beat a Train out of Town
Rape
Adultery
Running an Automobile Without a License
SUBTOTAL

3,274
891
837
220
135
125
119
108
82
78
76
76
51
45
44
43
42
41
34
33
2.9
27
23
22
22
23
15
13
11
10
10
10
10
9
6,588
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TABLE 1— -continued
Cases as Registered
Number of
in Police Docket_______________________________ Cases
Arrested for Another Town or County
Failing to Pay Dog Tax
Being a Suspicious Charac or
Inaecent Exposure
Loitering
Assaulting an Officer
Bad Checka
Murder
Sodomy
Fraud
Perjury
Drinking when on the Train
Arson
Peddling without a License,
Operating and Running a Dane-§ without License
Buying and Selling Stolen Property
Taxi Overcharging for Hire
Interfering with Officers
■'
Shooting in City Limits
Car0
Breaking Seal on a Railroad i
Safekeeping*
Breaking and Entering
Embezzlement
Highway Robbery
Assisting Prisoner to Escape
Being Pro-German
Bughouse^
Pickpocket
Fornication
Disturbing Police*
Resisting Officers
Hauling Passengers without a License
Bastardy
SUBTOTAL

9
9
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
U
H
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
6,726

a"Bad Check" was the drafting of a bank check when there were
insufficient funds in the account.
^"Breaking Seal on Railroad Car" was the illegal opening
(breaking the affixed seal) of a railroad boxcar.
c"Bughouse" was the committing of an individual to an insane
asylum.
%
The nature of the crime cannot be ascertained.
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TABLE 1— Continued
Cases as Registered
in Police Docket

Number of
Cases

Impersonating an Officer
Driving Automobile on Sidewalk
Box Car Pilfering
Attempted Murder
Insulting the United States Flag
Agitation*
Bigamy
Illegal Garbage Disposal
Possessing Opium Outfit
Jailbreaking
Jumping Bail
False Fire Alarm
Breaking Parole
Incest
Con Game
Cocaine Possession
Conspiracy
Being a Fugitive from Justice
False Pretenses*
Open Muffler
Keeping a Bad Dog
Allowing Pool Hell to Stay Open Sunday
Driving' Taxi without License
Juvenile Charge*
Muonshining
Aiding Automobile Sale with Stolen Tires*
Renting Building for Gambling Purposes
Running Away from Home
Doing Electric Wiring without a License
Parking Violation
Contempt of Court
Bringing Liauor into Park
Selling Whiskey without a License
Talking to Prisoners
Drinking on the Streets
Cigarette Offense
Operating a Dance Hall After 1:00 p.m.
SUBTOTAL

2
3
2
?
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_____1
6,775

Number of "Sleepers11 - 220
Actual Number of Criminal Cases 6,555
*The nature of the crime cannot be ascertained.
SOURCE: Police Docket, books 2 through .7, City of Minot; de
posited at the third floor of the Minot Water Treatment Plan
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TABLE 2
VARIETY OF OFFENSES TRIED
COUNTY COURT OF INCREASED JURISDICTION
WARD COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
January 1, 1905 through January 1, 1921
Offense as Listed
Number of
on Case-File_____________________ _____________ Cases
Prohibition Violations
7TB
Assault^ and Battery8229
Larceny*3
165
Gambling Violation
135
Issuing Bank Draft without Sufficient Funds
104
Vagrancy
78
Prostitution
77
Threatening to Commit a Crime
57
Operating a Motor Vehicle without a License
or without Registration Tags
51
Malicious Mischief
40
Selling Cigarettes
40
Concealed Weapon
26
Game and Fish Violation
22
Practicing Barbering or Medicine or Veter
inarian Medicin* without a license
22
Obstructing an Officer or Impersonating an
Officer or Resisting an Officer
18
Violation of Labor Laws'3
18
Unlawful Co-habitation
17
Obscene language
16
Abusing or Torturing DomesticAnimals
15
Fraud
13
Slander^
12
Embezzlement
10
Obstructing a Public Roade
9__
SUBTOTAL

1,892

aSome of the "Assault and Battery" cases were labeled simply
"Assault,"
bThe distinction between "Grand Larceny" and "Petit Larceny"
was not made in some cases; rather, the case was labeled
"Larceny."
CThe "Violation of Labor Laws" were infractions of the la .
restricting females to an eight-hour day and to a six-day
work week.
^"Slander" was the defamation of a female's character over
the age of twelve.
e"Obstructing a Public Road" was usually done by fencing.
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TABLE 2— Continued
Offense as Listed
on Case-File____________________ __ ______
Opium or Cocaine^
Bastardy
Selling Mortgaged Property
Selling Snuff
Failing to Send Children to School
Indecent Exposure
Extortion
Allowing Bull or Stallion to Run at Large
Failure to Support Family or Wife
Immoralityb
Murder
Unlawful Riding of Railroad Cars
Exposing another Person to an Infectious
Venereal Disease
Peddling Meat without a License
Unsanitary Butcher Shop, Dairy or Hotel
Concealing Mortgaged Property
Abandonment of Wife
Sabbath Breaking
Discrimination*
Bribery
Rape
Allowing a Prisoner to Escape
Illegal voting
Conspiracy
Perj ury
Adultery
Unlawful Discharge of Firearms
Peddling without a License
Fugitive from Justice
Breaking Quarantine
Trespassing
Returning to Land after Removal0
Assisting Person to Escape from Jail
Fornication
SUBTOTAL

Number of
Cases
i
5
£
6
6
5
5
CT
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
2

2
2

2
a
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
T
X
1
1
1,991

a"0pium or Cocaine" was the running of an opium den, the
dealing in opium or cocaine or the smoking of opium.
^''Immorality" is synonymous with prostitution, or frequenting
a house of prostitution.
c"Returning to Land after Removal" was the returning to land
from which the individuals had been evicted by mortgage fore
closures .
* The nature of the crime cannot be ascertained.
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TABLE 2— Continued

Offense as Listed
Number of
On Case-File_______________ _____________________Cases____
Being an Undesirable Person*
*
1
Taking Animals from Person left in Charge31
Shooting with Intent to Kill
1
Failing to Provide Fire Escape^
1
Standing a Stallion with Registration0
1
Attempting to Escape from Prison
1
Sodomy
1
Neglecting Duty as School Director
1
Incest
1
Exhibiting Indecent Pictures
1
Polluting Public Waters
1
Criminal Libel
1
Renting Building for Unlawful Purposes
1
Illegal Selling of Railroad Passes
1
Forcible Entry upon Land
1
Obstructing a Health Officer
1
Jumping a Hotel Bill
1
Disturbing a Lawful Meeting
1
Operating a Soft Drink Parlor Without a License
1
Destroying a Fence
1
Disorderly Conduct1
Allowing a Minor to Visit a Pool Hall
1
Unlawfully Entering a Building
1
Disturbing a Public School
1
Building a House in a Fire Zone
1
Unlawful Connection of Electric Wires
1
Bringing Stolen Property into the State
1
Libel
1 ___
SUBTOTAL
2,OlB~
Aopeals, Cases Missing, etc.
19
GRAND TOTAL
2,037
a"Taking Animals from Person Left in Charge" was the stealing
of animals from the person who was responsible for their care.
This did not necessarily have to be their owner.
^"Failing to Provide Fire Escape" was in violation with hotel
codes .
c"Standing a Stallion without Registration" was offering a
stallion for stud service without the proper registration.
*The nature of the crime cannot be ascertained.
SOURCE: County Court of Increased Jurisdiction, case files
1-2049, criminal, County of Ward; deposited at the archive
floor of the North Dakota Historical Society, Bismarck, North
Dakota.
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TABLE 3
VARIETY OF OFFENSES TRIED— DISTRICT COURT
WARD COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
May 24, 1906— December 27, 1920

Offense as Listed
in Register
Grand larceny
grand larceny
119
grand larceny of livestock 2
Bootlegging
Assault with Deadly Weapon
1st degree
57
2nd degree
2
2
3rd degree
Burglary
1st degree
5
2nd degree
10
3rd degree
34
4th degree
3
Rape
1st degree
35
2nd degree
5
Common Nuisance
1st offenders
34
2nd offenders
2
Forgery
1st degree
12
2nd degree
21
2
3rd degree
4th degree
1
Embezzlement
1st degree
27
2nd degree
8
Threatening to Commit
a Crime
Robbery
1st degree
17
2nd degree
2
Assault and Battery
Murder
1st degree
17
2nd degree
1
Abandoning and Refusing to
Supnort Dependents
Abandoning and Refusing
4
to Support Children
Abandoning and Refusing
12
to Support Wife
Adultery
SUBTOTAL

Number of
Cases
121
81
61

52

40
36
36

35

22
19
19
18

16

15
571
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TABLE 3— Continued
Offense as Listed
Number of
in R e g i s t e r __________________________________ Cases____
Fraud
l"E
Obtaining Money Under
False Pretenses
8
Obtaining Property Under
False Pretenses
6
Petit Larceny
11
Receiving Earnings from a Prostitute
11
Malicious Trespassing
10
Attempting to do Bodily Harm
10
Nonsupport
9
Bastardy
9
Perjury
8
Vagrancy
6
Assault with Intent to Commit Rape
6
Selling Mortgaged Property
5
Concealed Weapon
4
Attempted Suicide
4
Malicious Mischief
3
Gambling Apparatus
3
Incest
3
Assault with Intent to Commit Felony
3
Arson
3
1st degree
2
2nd degree
I
Violating City Ordinances
3
Procuring an Abortion
2
Immorality
2
Sodomy
2
Contempt of Court
2
Receiving Stolen Property
2
Manslaughter
2
Breaking Jail
1
Criminal Libel
1
False Voter Registration
1
Obscene Language
1
Obstructing Navigation
1
Receiving Bank Deposits on Behalf of an
Insolvent Bank
1
Concealing Mortgaged Property
1
Ircorrigable
1
Conspiracy
1
Exhibiting Indecent Pictures
1
Assault and Battery with a Dangerous Weapon
1
Unlawful Receipting for Intoxicating Liquors
1
Bigamy
1
Desertion
1
722
SUBTOTAL
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TABLE 3— Continued
Offense as Listed
Number of
In Register____________________________________Cases____
Practicing Dentistry withouta License
1
Selling Speculative Securities without
a License
Being an Accessory
1
Tried in District Court, Ward County, for:
Williams County
7
Ramsey County
4
McHenry County
1
Burke County
1
Ward County Case Transferred to McHenry
County
1
Injunction Orders
3
Cases Labeled simply "Dismissed"
2
Missing or Inaecessable Cases
6-9
GRAND TOTAL

814

SOURCE: Register of Actions--Crlminal, Register 2, pages 35&■
524; Register 3, pages 1-470; deposited in basement records
room, Ward County Court House, Minot, North Dakota.
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TABLE 4
CONVICTION SAMPLE— POLICE MAGISTRATE
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
September 16, 1916— April 30, 1917
Cases 2521— 2820— Police Docket 6

Outcome of Cases at Police
Magistrate Level__________________
Sentenced and Fined
Released on Baila
Dismissed
Transferred^
Bond Forfeited
Transferred out of State

Number of
Cases
228
14
8
7
3
1

SUBTOTAL
Other0
Incomplete

261
29
10

GRAND TOTAL

300

aWhether the defendant returned for trial Is not
jssible to
discern due to the scanty records.
^"Transferred" to the County Court of Increased Jurisdiction
or District Court.
c"Other"— Released, only to be ordered to leave town; released
by order of chief of police in order to appear before the
Magistrate at a later date, etc.

TABLE 5
CONVICTION SAMPLE— COUNTY COURT OF
INCREASED JURISDICTION
WARD COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
Cases 961— 1060 (100 cases,
Exact Dates Unavailable)
Outcome of Cases at County Court
of Increased Jurisdiction Level

Number of
Cases,

Sentenced and Fined
Move for Dismissal8Transferred to District Court
Incomplete3

33
W
U2
__ 18

TOTAL

142c

"Move for Dismissal" does not necessarily mean a dismissal;
sketchy and incomplete records hamper a definite trace of
the outcome of some cases.
DIt is suspected that some "Incompletes" are verdicts of
"not guilty;" again, incomplete records do not furnish a
final ruling.
cThe total of 1'42 exceeds the number of 100 cases, due to
many of the "Sentenced and Fined" cases also appearing in
the "Transferred to District Court" (for an appeal) total.
Also, some of the "Move for Dismissals" cases were refused,
thus causing them to appear in the "Sentenced and Fined"
total.
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TABLE 6
CONVICTION SAMPLE— DISTRICT COURT
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
Cases 13l6--lMl5 (100 cases, Exact
Dates Unavailable)
Oute-cme of Cases at
District Court Level

Number of
Cases

Sentenced and Fined
Dismissed
Not Guilty
Incompletea

57
28
0
13
TOTAL

3.

100

It is suspected that some of these "Incompletes" are appeals
which are transfers to the Supreme Court of North Dakota.
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TABLE 7
CASES ORIGINATING IN DISTRICT COURT
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
Cases 1201— 1300 (Exact Dates Unavailable)
Register of Actions— Criminal, Register 3
Origin of Cases

Number of Cases

Transferred from Lower Courts
Originating in District Courta
Concealed Weapon
Assault and Battery
Bootlegging
Embezzlement
Nonsupport
Burglary
Bastardy
TOTAL

93
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100

Some of the cases, "Originating in District Court" waived the
right to a preliminary hearing at a lesser court in order to
reach the District Court where their hearing would be recorded
by a court reporter.
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TABLE 8

SEX AND RACE OF ARRESTED INDIVIDUALS
AS LISTED IN THE POLICE DOCKET
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
November 28, 1910— October 30, 1911Police Docket 2a
Whites
Blacks
TOTAL

Number of
Arrested
23S
23
261

January 2, 1915— October 23, 1915
Police Docket 5
White
White
Black
Black

Males
Females
Males
Females
TOTAL

475
11
36
19
5ff

May 11, 1916— September 9, 1916
Police Docket 5
White Males
White Females
Black Males
Black Females
Indian (Native American)
TOTAL

542
27
60
37
1
Wj

August 6, 1917--March, 1918
Police Docket 6
White Males
White Females
Black Males
Black Females
Orientals
Indians
TOTAL

445
49
39
23
2
2
5^0

aSex was not registered in this early docket.
bAlso included in this total for white males were listings
such as !'l Greek," "1 Russian," "1 Spaniard," and "1 Polish."
SOURCE: Police Docket, books 2, jj and 6, City of Minot; de
posited at the third floor of the Minot Water Treatment Plant.
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